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The Middle East and its sub-region Levant have been ridden with political instabilities, wars, migrations and economic crises since the emergence of new Arab states. Jordan, on the other hand, has been able to enjoy a rather peaceful and secure environment in contrast to its neighbors. Despite this interesting quality, the case of Jordan has not been sufficiently investigated in the literature of security studies. What are the major securitization dynamics of Jordan? To address this question, this thesis will utilize Securitization Theory, which was developed within the framework of the Copenhagen School by Barry Buzan, Ole Waever and Jaap De Wilde. From this point of view, thesis will focus on three main security sectors which are military, political and economic and this study will demonstrate the dynamics of securitization in Jordan, in response to changing nature of threats. Within this qualitative case study, after providing brief review of literature and theoretical framework on security studies, Jordan’s securitization dynamics of military, political, and economic sectors will be analyzed. Including regionalizing dynamics in regard of external threats and distinct types of internal security issues, thesis will touch upon far-reaching security dynamics by analyses of various cases from the time of King Hussein and King Abdullah II.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Imagine a place that is partially destabilized and is ridden with multiple conflicts, political, economic, and humanitarian crises. This place is not far from the world people live in, the region is called ‘Middle East’ and has crucial imbalances and clash of interests among states that came into existence following the collapse of Ottoman Empire. From a security context, Middle East is identified as “one of the most conflict-prone regions” in a “conflict-ridden region”\(^1\) in the world. Within this turbulent region, there are several sub-regions that have diverse characteristics. The Levant, as a sub-region, of the Middle East is a hot bed of conflicts, both, inter-state and intra-state. Geographically, Levant is at the center of diverse disputes, conflicts, and other sub-regional threats can directly affect it. This consequently causes an insecure environment within the Levant region. The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, as a member of the Levant region, has a distinct position in regards to providing stability and national security even when its neighboring countries are in a state of chaos.

This gives rise to the question that, how can Jordan preserve its security and stability in a region surrounded by instable and insecure countries. The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan can be perceived as a ‘buffer zone’ and relatively safe country vis-a-vis its neighbors and the regional dynamics. The alarming position of Jordan has compelled it to manage its stability and preserve its security in the face of regional threats to the country. These threats include, but are not limited to, Palestinian-Israeli conflict, Syrian civil war, regional turmoil since the 2011 Arab uprisings, the position on Saudi

Arabia and conflicts in Iraq that directly threaten Jordan’s security not only in terms of military security, but also political and economic security. Within these circumstances, some perceived threats have been securitized by King Hussein and King Abdullah II in order for consolidating the power of Hashemite Kingdom in Jordan. For this reason, this thesis will attempt to answer the question, what are the major securitization dynamics of Jordan in response to changing nature of threats in the region? In order to answer this question, this thesis will apply Copenhagen School’s Securitization Theory with regards to military, political, and economic security and the regionalizing dynamics of Jordan.

Generally, analysis in security studies approaches cases like this within the framework of traditionalist state-centric and military approach, which is rooted in realism. However, in the case of Jordan, there is need for a broader and multi-directional approach to security analysis. In this situation, the Copenhagen School of security studies is more appropriate because it has yielded various multidimensional theories such as security sectors (military, political, economic, societal, and environmental), security complex theory, and securitization theory. This is why, this research will utilize securitization theory by examining Jordan’s security sectors i.e., military, political, and economic sectors and their impact on the security of Jordan. In this study, securitization is used as a central concept around which the security of Jordan has been comprehended.

The purpose of this thesis is to contribute towards the gap in literature on the internal and external multi-directional security analysis of Jordan. By examining the limited literature on in-depth security analysis of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, this thesis aims to analyze the security of Jordan using the lens of Copenhagen school’s securitization theory and applying it to Jordan using a military, political, and economic context. In order to do so, this thesis reviews existing literature on the Copenhagen
School’s framework in the Middle East, and applies it to the Middle East in general\(^2\) and Turkey\(^3\) (in its Israel relations\(^4\)), Iraq\(^5\), Egypt\(^6\), Israel\(^7\), and Lebanon\(^8\) in specific. While there have been studies that look at the securitization of Jordan focusing on the issue of Palestinian-Jordanians\(^9\) and water\(^10\), there are very few studies that focus on analyzing a combination of military, political, and economic factors and their impact on securitization in Jordan. Therefore, this thesis is unique because of its comprehensive securitization analysis of Jordan that includes a focus on regional dynamics, using a multi-sectoral framework.

1.1. Research Objectives, Questions and Hypothesis

The main objective of this thesis is to contribute to literature on the security of Jordan using a broader perspective. Primarily, this study will provide a general overview of Jordan’s security using military, political, and economic perspectives. More specifically, it will undertake a multilateral analysis on the diverse threats and regional

---


\(^9\) Mohannad Al-Kasaji, “Evaluating the Jordanian National Strategy toward the Palestinian Jordanians (Palestinian Jordanians as a Securitization Case Study),” *FIU Electronic Theses and Dissertations* (FI12041103), 2012, [https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/etd/554](https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/etd/554).

dynamics that have shaped Jordan’s distinct approach to enhancing and preserving its security and stability. In addition to a multilateral analysis, this thesis also aims to provide an in-depth account of the current security situation of the volatile ‘Levant’ region in the Middle East, where Jordan is situated. This is vital in order to understand the impact that internal and external security issues in Middle East have on Jordan, in addition to its domestic dynamics and neighboring countries.

In order to achieve these objectives, this research will answer the following research question: “In response to the changing nature of threats, what are the major securitization dynamics of Jordan?”

To answer this research question, this thesis will apply Copenhagen School’s ‘Securitization Theory’ to the case of Jordan. In its essence, the securitization theory focuses on understanding Jordan’s security dynamics using three critical security lenses that are military, political, and economic. The securitization theory is applied to distinct cases dating from the early years of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan till present; particularly those cases occurring during the reign of King Hussein and his son King Abdullah II.

1.2. Research Design and Methodology

This research adopts a pragmatist methodology to answer the question of what the major securitization dynamics of Jordan are, in response to the changing nature of threats. As opposed to other traditional approaches to conducting research that have strict rules on how research should be done, pragmatist paradigm focuses on using any methods and techniques that can help in effectively answering the question. As such, researchers using pragmatist paradigm have more leniency to apply a combination of methods and approaches to their study.11 In this research, mixed-methods are used as

part of a pragmatist epistemology, with an understanding that the use of mixed-methods is more likely to ensure an exhaustive answer to the research question.¹²

A mixed-methods approach includes a combination of qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis. Primarily, this research is designed as a qualitative case study using a ‘bottom-up’ approach. For primary data collection, this research has utilized qualitative sources such as: researcher’s observations and interviews with Jordanians, official speeches and interviews of Jordanian premiers, and archival documents. Primary data is also collected through official websites that archive the speeches and interviews of Jordanian Kings, and also researcher’s own observations and interviews with Jordanians. Secondary data collection for this research includes sources such as: published articles, books, newspapers/news (both international and local ones), and the articles from newspapers. In addition to qualitative data, this research also uses quantitative data on Jordan’s military and economic performance, using sources such as governmental institutions, NGOs, and other statistical databases.

1.3. **Structure of the Study**

This thesis is structured into seven chapters. The first chapter includes the introduction which gives general information on the objectives, methodology, design, and structure of the thesis.

Chapter 2 of this research is a topical literature review that is divided into: (i) literature on security of the Middle East and the Levant, and (ii) security of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. Within the review itself, the Levant region and Jordan’s neighbors are examined before an analysis of Jordan’s national security because the region’s security dynamics have a direct impact on the security of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. The review of literature on Jordan’s national security incorporates a review of multi-dimensional security dynamics and analysis.

---

Chapter 3 of this research consists of the theoretical framework for this study. It includes a discussion on the various approaches used to study security in general and, more specifically, the tenets of Copenhagen School of Security Studies. Three theoretical principles of the Copenhagen School are discussed in this chapter. These theoretical concepts are (i) security sectors, (ii) security complex theory, and (iii) securitization theory. An examination of these concepts is critical to provide a platform for further analysis of Jordan’s security in the following chapters.

Chapter 4 is the first thematic chapter of this research that focuses on the military security of Jordan using securitization theory. To do so, it presents a detailed analysis of three separate cases that are: Israel, Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and Terrorism throughout the reign of King Hussein and King Abdullah II. Additionally, this chapter presents an account of dynamic threats and regional security factors that play an important role in comprehending Jordan’s military security.

Chapter 5, the second thematic chapter, examines Jordan’s political security using securitization theory. More specifically, it analyses the case of Israel. In doing so, this chapter encapsulates internal and external political factors that have significantly impacted Jordan’s national security in the past. It puts forth ‘Israel’s threat’ as an external factor.

Chapter 6 is the third, and last, thematic chapter of this study that is based on an analysis of Jordan’s economic security using securitization theory. More specifically, it looks at the case of Syrian refugees and corruption in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. Both of these cases have received significant attention in local news and politics in the recent past – especially in reference to the threat they pose on Jordan’s economic stability. The chapter also briefly discusses Jordan’s economic security in reference to the changing regional dynamics.

Chapter 7 concludes this study by reinstating the aim of this research and summarizing on the cases discussed in previous chapters. This chapter also presents findings on the military, political, and economic securitization of Jordan, an analysis of primary
interviews conducted by the researcher, and the study’s contribution to existing literature.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Introduction

The Literature review of this thesis comprises two main sections analyzing the securitization of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. First, this literature review provides an examination of the security of the Middle East, as a region. There is a wide range of literature available on this subject, covering some remarkable conflicts and disputes on both regional (The Middle East) and sub-regional (The Levant) levels. Sub-regional analysis is applied to this study because the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is considered as a constituent state\(^\text{13}\) in the distinctive Levant region. A regional analysis is important for this study because any conflicts or threats occurring in the Middle East directly affect states in the region. Therefore, Jordan’s security can be better understood by a regional analysis of Middle East as a whole. It is also relevant because, as Melanie Schmoll emphasizes, “the only thing stable about the Middle East is its instability. This has never been truer than today.”\(^\text{14}\) For this study specifically, Schmoll’s claim takes on a new meaning because in a chaotic Middle East, Jordan is commonly perceived as a safe heaven. To understand this peculiarity, this study will analyze the security of Jordan in three different sectors (military, political, and economic security).

\(^{13}\) Mustafa Aydin, ed., The Levant: Search for a Regional Order (Tunisia: Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, 2018), 6.

The second section of this literature review lays out the groundwork for the next chapters on military, political, and economic security of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. This section consists of literature on the main challenges, discussions, and the strategies that Jordan has experienced from the First World War to the present. From existing studies on the issue, both external and internal dynamics of the Jordanian security from military, political, and economic context are included in this section. However, even as there are plenty of sources on security from the reign of King Abdullah I, King Hussein, King Abdullah II (since 1999), and the Arab Spring, there is a lack of sources that provide an in-depth analysis of Jordan’s military, political, and economic security. However, it should be noted that the literature review in this study is entirely based on sources in English and Turkish language. Arabic literature has not been included in this review because of the researcher’s lack of competence in Arabic language.

### 2.2. Literature on Security of the Middle East

To begin the discussion on the security of Middle East, it is first important to understand the origins of the name Middle East. Clay F. Naff explains that the name Middle East is derived from “the label ‘Middle East’” that was first adopted by European leaders in the early twentieth century. This was a time when the colonial powers of the West were making incursions into what had been a largely unified Islamic empire.”\(^\text{15}\) Naff continues that this name demonstrates how the conqueror (West, including the USA) viewed the region, while the original inhabitants do not approve of this label “Middle East”.\(^\text{16}\) After the Second World War, the US secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, considered Syria, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and the Gulf sheikdoms as the Middle East.\(^\text{17}\) On the other hand, at the same

---


time, Britain had considered a distinct Middle East stretching “from Malta to Iran and
from Syria to Ethiopia”, which Pınar Bilgin argues is the widest imagining of the
Middle East.  

In addition to Bilgin’s argument, Bassam Tibi also argues that the
boundaries of the Middle East range “from Iran in the East to Morocco in the West,
from Turkey on the north to the Sudan in the South”. He also notes that the Middle
East is also a political entity, so its geographical boundary is not the only variable that
should be considered. Similarly, this study agrees with Tibi that there may be
numerous geographical imaginings of the Middle East as a region but rather than
analyzing the geography of Middle East, this study focuses on its security as a political
entity.

Much like Naff, Tibi also argues that the Middle East is one of the most “war prone
regions” in the world. And it is worth investigating why this region is the most
unstable and insecure in the world. According to Mehran Kamrava, the Inter-War
period (from the end of WW1 to the beginning of the WW2 in 1939), shaped the fate
of Middle East, and this region is still experiencing issues that have stemmed from the
Inter-War era. Kamrava asserts that the contemporary Middle East was created in
this time period with its wars, tension, extremism, and so on. Similarly, while
studying conflicts and complex dynamics of the Middle East, Johan Schaar argues that
five events have shaped the Middle East that are: “Arab order/ disorder, originating in
the dysfunctional post-World War I state system, the Israeli-Arab conflict, Sunni-

---

18 Bilgin, Regional Security, 46.
19 Bassam Tibi, Conflict and War in the Middle East: From Interstate War to New Security, 2nd ed.
20 Tibi, Conflict and War, 6.
22 Ibid., 8-36.
Shiite tensions (specifically after 1979 Islamic Revolution in Iran), Sunni radicalization, and lastly the 2011 uprisings and aftermath”.  

When analyzing causes for endless conflicts and the unstable environment in the Middle East, special attention is to be given to the period from the First World War to the end of the Cold War. There are turning points that took place in this period that have had a significant impact on the shaping of contemporary Middle East, beginning with the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. According to Kamrava, the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire, and its consequent collapse in early 20th century, led to a power vacuum in the Middle Eastern region, allowing Western powers (Britain and France) a chance to pursue their interests in the region. Similarly, William L. Cleveland argues that the Arab Revolt against the Ottoman Empire in 1916 was orchestrated by the alliance between Sharif Hussain of Mecca and the British High Commissioner of Egypt Sir Henry McMahon. The Hussain-McMahon Correspondence is also an evidence of British involvement in the region. It looked at the region as “the larger Middle East”, paving the way for the institution of a Western mandate system in accordance with a series of treaties and the drawing of maps for the new Arab territories.

On May 1916, the Sykes-Picot Agreement further cemented the new boundaries of newly independent Middle Eastern states. And lastly, with slight modifications to the Sykes-Picot agreement (in San Remo Conference), Britain gained mandates to the regions of Palestine, Transjordan, and Iraq while France gained mandates over

---

24 Kamrava, Modern Middle East, 36.
26 Cleveland, History of Middle East, 177-179.
Lebanon and Syria.\textsuperscript{28} According to Pinar Bilgin, “Sykes-Picot order has become a trope for seemingly unending wars and conflict in the Middle East as an outcome of ostensibly ‘artificial’ boundaries of post-colonial states”.\textsuperscript{29} Bilgin also argues that Sykes-Picot Agreement and the artificial boundaries that it imposed was a proof of “a top-down, outwards-oriented, military focused, and statist approach to security”.\textsuperscript{30}

Mehran Kamrava puts forth the Balfour Declaration (issued in 1917) as another turning point for the security of the Middle East because the Balfour Declaration changed the fate of not just Palestinians but the Middle East as a whole.\textsuperscript{31} It is a letter from the British Foreign Secretary Arthur Balfour to Lord Rothschild - the pioneer of Zionism, discussing the establishment of a ‘Jewish State’ as a ‘Jewish Homeland’ on the territories of Palestine.\textsuperscript{32} Balfour Declaration thus paved the way for the initiation of the Israeli-Palestinian (Arab) conflicts and tensions in the Middle East. More specifically, Palestinian-Israeli conflicts initiated at the declaration of a Jewish state on Palestinian territories in 1948, and was followed by the 1967 Arab-Israeli War (Six Days War) that led to “devastating military defeat and humiliation” for Arabs.\textsuperscript{33} As a result of these events, Bassam Tibi emphasizes that 1967 War not only changed the map of the region but also affected and revolutionized the structure of the Middle East (political and ideological alteration).\textsuperscript{34}

Furthermore, as Pınar Bilgin states, between mid-1940s and mid-1960s relations between the newly independent Arab States further soured due to conflicting claims

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{28}Kamrava, \textit{Modern Middle East}, 44.
\item \textsuperscript{29} Bilgin, \textit{Regional Security}, 62.
\item \textsuperscript{30} Ibid., 64.
\item \textsuperscript{31} Kamrava, \textit{Modern Middle East}, 42.
\item \textsuperscript{32} Cleveland, \textit{History of Middle East}, 270-271.
\item \textsuperscript{33} Kamrava, \textit{Modern Middle East}, 84-108.
\item \textsuperscript{34} Tibi, \textit{Conflict and War}, 9.
\end{itemize}
on territories such as Iraq’s claim on the territories of Kuwait in 1961. In the same period, a rise in Arab nationalism (led by Gamal Abdel Nasser in Egypt) followed by the Arab Cold War (tensions in the region between ‘radical’ republics and ‘conservative’ monarchies under the influence of bi-polar superpowers) shaped the fate of how modern security is comprehended in the Middle East. According to Naff, Iran, being the distinct non-Arab state in the region also actively engaged in several regional conflicts after the Islamic Revolution in 1979. The Iranian Islamic Revolution, the Sunni-Shiite division, followed by the Iran-Iraq Eight Years War, and a rise of non-state actors (Islamist extremist groups such as Hezbollah and Al-Qaeda) caused further chaos and instability in the security landscape of the Middle East. From the end of the Cold War to the present day, security in the Middle East has continued to be a cause of concern, stemming from the chaotic turning points discussed above. In consideration of this fact, the literature review below discusses the consequences of conflicts on the region and the security dynamics of Jordan’s neighbors by focusing on the regional and the sub-regional (the Levant) level.

Bassam Tibi argues that after the Cold War Middle East, which belongs to the Third World, has experienced continuous wars even as superpower rivalry has minimized in the region. Similar to Tibi’s view, Bilgin describes the post-Cold War Middle East as having a military-focused and statist view of security that relies on both interstate and intrastate conflicts with a variety of insecurity dynamics such as US-led war on

---

35 Bilgin, Regional Security, 75-82.
37 Cleveland, History of Middle East, 360-369.
38 Naff, Conflict, 24.
39 Cleveland, History of Middle East, 460-464.
41 Tibi, Conflict and War, 3.
Iraq, a rise in the number of non-state actors, terrorism and so on.\textsuperscript{42} Tibi also gives an example of the 1990-1992 Gulf war, which was not only a war between two states but also a consequential conflict for the region. It also depicted the changing ways in which major superpowers continue to influence the region.\textsuperscript{43} After the 1990-91 Gulf War and 9/11 attack on the US by Al-Qaeda, US’s intervention in the Middle East increased.\textsuperscript{44} Johan Schaar argues that US’s invasion of Iraq in 2003 further triggered tensions in the region, and the result of this conflict was catastrophic due to the casualties of thousands of people and displacement of millions within the region.\textsuperscript{45} Yet, the impacts of the US invasion in 2003 are not limited to civilian casualties and internal displacement, it opened the doors for newer types of conflicts and wars in the Middle East. According to Bettina Koch and Yannis A. Stivachtis, the new regional movement began in 2010 when a desperate and unemployed Tunisian set himself alight, sparking the ‘Arab Spring’ throughout the region.\textsuperscript{46} According to Amr Youssef, in the Arab Spring, the masses were protesting high levels of corruption, poverty, lack of services, and authoritarian Arab regimes.\textsuperscript{47} However, according to Mustafa Aydin, the outcomes of the Arab Spring were not uniform through the region. While some countries undertook severe political reforms such as Tunisia, others experienced civil unrest/war like in Syria.\textsuperscript{48} He also asserts that the Arab Spring had critical influence
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on the aggravation of ethnic and sectarian divides in the region, leading to civil and proxy wars backed by superpowers and regional powers in the Middle East.49

2.2.1. Security Dynamics of the Neighbors of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

This section analyzes specific countries that have had a direct effect on Jordan since the post-Cold War era in order to shed light on conflicts and threats that they can pose towards Jordan. One of the more conflict-ridden countries in the region, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia are two specific countries that have a large influence on the security and politics of Middle Eastern states, including Jordan. In terms of Iraq’s influence, Koch and Stivachtis argue that the consequences of the Gulf War primarily influenced the exacerbation of a sectarian schism in the region i.e. the Sunni-Shiite divisions. Furthermore, Kurdish tension throughout the country and the brutal oppression of Kurds by Iraqi government resulted in many deaths and increased refugee flows within the region.50 For Naff, the civil war under the leadership of Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein belligerently opened the door for the US to invade Iraq in 2003.51 As a consequence of events taking place in Iraq, Kamrava argues that “Institutional decay and atrophy, despotism, cross-border conflicts, ethnic and sectarian tensions, foreign invasions - all relics of the past - continue to haunt much of the Middle East to this day”.52 In addition to Iraq, Bilgin argues that Saudi Arabia - a neighbor of Jordan - has also depicted characteristics of interventionism within the region such as Saudi Arabia’s intervention in Yemen’s Civil War (1962-1970)53, and its continued military presence in Yemen that has resulted in tragical outcomes for Yemen and the region.54
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2.2.2. Security Dynamics of a Sub-Region of the Middle East; “the Levant”

After the Cold War, as Melanie Carina Schmoll discusses the importance of security structure to analyzing the regional intensity of interdependency of the states in terms of security.\(^{55}\) She refers to Barry Buzan and Ole Waever’s argument on “Regional Security Complexes (RSC)” (will be discussed on Chapter 3). One such sub-region is at the center of Middle East\(^{56}\) called the ‘Levant’. For Mustafa Aydın, since the Cold War years Levant has comprised of the following states: Lebanon, Palestine, Israel, Syria, Jordan, Cyprus, and partial areas of Egypt and Turkey.\(^{57}\) This sub-region has its own vulnerabilities from external interventions, and inter/intrastate conflicts\(^{58}\). Moreover, Koch and Stivachtis argue that the Levant is also at the center of a “triangular rivalry among Iran, Iraq and the Gulf Arab States led by Saudi Arabia”\(^{59}\).

To begin with a discussion on Palestine-Israel (within the Levant), the central dispute between the two has been briefly discussed above. Mehran Kamrava summarizes the dispute by stating that the emergence of Zionism, which promoted the formation of a Jewish state and nation in 1948 on Palestinian territories, led to the expulsion and displacement of 150,000 Palestinian refugees to Jordan, Lebanon, and Egypt. Combined with the devastation of the Six Days War in 1967 plus the expulsion of Palestinians in 1948, the total number of Palestinian refugees in the region reached over 500,000 (including Palestinians, Egyptians, and Syrians). This chaotic environment induced the birth of ‘the Fedayeen’ - Palestinian militant movement. It was soon followed by the Palestinian refugees joining Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) (from 1967 to 1987) in order to gain victory over Israel.\(^{60}\) For
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Clay Farris Naff, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is an unending mutual conflict that has impacts on the entire region.  

In Lebanon, Mustafa Aydin argues that the political and social structure is very complex and vibrant consisting of eighteen distinct religious and ethnic communities. For Aydin, the existence of Hezbollah, which is a Shia sectarian militia operating in the Lebanon, is an evidence of a “state within state” that has survived with the support of Iran. More recently, when the Syrian Civil War broke out, Lebanon hosted a considerable number of Syrian refugees (approximately 1.5 million Syrians). This destabilized country and then the region and resulted in the rise in extremism amongst Sunni populations against Hezbollah resulting in incidences of mutual violence between Sunni populations and Hezbollah.

In a different section of the region, Amr Youssef argues that Egypt has had a bad reputation because of its crime rates, violence, and an insecure environment caused by the deterioration of its economy. In addition to worsening economic conditions, Koch and Stivachtis indicate that the political turmoil in Egypt since the Arab Spring (2011) - specifically with the ousting of Mohammed Morsi by the Defence Minister Abdel Fattah El-Sisi’s in 2012 - has become more visible, more violent, and more authoritarian.

Lastly, Syria is perhaps the most notable threat that has had direct effects on the region since 2011. According to James Black et al., the Arab Spring in Syria turned the masses against Bashar Al-Asad’s authoritarian regime. As a consequence of the
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ensuing Syrian Civil War, there are millions of displaced Syrians and thousands of citizens have died till date.\textsuperscript{68} Furthermore, for James Black et al., the terrorist threat of Islamic State in the Levant/Islamic State of Iraq and al Sham (ISIL/ISIS) or Daesh (from the root of al-Qaeda) has appeared within Syrian territories and spread through the Middle East easily, affecting the region and the world dramatically.\textsuperscript{69} As a result, Koch and Stivachtis stress that the Syrian case demonstrates how a civil war can destruct regional and international balances, leading to instability and insecurity of the entire region.\textsuperscript{70}

2.3. Literature on Security of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

The second part of the literature review seeks to focus on the security of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan from the end of WWI till current day. While there are plenty of sources on the security of the Middle East and countries in the Levant, the literature on Jordan (especially regarding security) is limited. Malcom Yapp states that “Jordan (except for its foreign policy) [is] one of the least studied states of the Near East”.\textsuperscript{71} For Lawrence Tal, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan has encountered many national security threats, both, externally and internally.\textsuperscript{72} Yet, Curtis R. Ryan argues that although Jordan is a very small country with limited power (political and economic) and resources, it has strong foreign policy capabilities in the Middle East region.\textsuperscript{73} He also adds that King Hussein and his son King Abdullah II have experienced many regional crises and security threats such as Arab Israeli Wars, and the US invasion to
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Iraq. Yet, Jordan remains a key player in the region due to its successful foreign policy that has allowed it to overcome turbulent crises more than once.74

According to Hatem Shareef Abu Lebdeh, the origins of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan can be traced back to the 1916 Arab Revolt against the Ottoman Empire. He continues that after WWI, under the British mandate Transjordan emerged as a result of the division of Syria between Britain and France.75 Geographically, Transjordan was very important for Britain in order to secure its road from the Red Sea to Iraq and Persian Gulf. At this point, Abu-Lebdeh mentions the San Remo meeting (1920), where the artificial boundaries for new Arab countries (including Transjordan area) were decided upon.76 Transjordan gained its independence in 194677 but Tariq M. Tell argues that until 1948 Transjordan was regarded as “an artificial entity” for the accommodation of an “itinerant warrior” (Abdullah I - the first king of Transjordan). However, this conception also served the British imperialist objectives in the region.78

Tell further argues that the 1948 War with Israel changed the profile of Transjordan. This is because after the 1948 war, demographic movements (migrations) from the coastal cities of Palestine to the territories of Transjordan led to the settlement of cities including Amman, Al-Salt, and Irbid.79

W. Andrew Terrill states that it was after the 1948 War that King Abdullah I declared the name of his country as ‘the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan’ after annexing the West Bank and Jerusalem in 1949.80 Terrill also finds that in 1951, King Abdullah was assassinated by a Palestinian gunman when he was in Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem
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because of his decision to secretly negotiate a peace treaty with Israel. He was succeeded by his grandson, King Hussein, who rules Jordan from 1953 until his death in 1999.\(^8^1\) According to the Selahattin E. Çiftçi, with the annexation of the West Bank and Jerusalem Jordanian society became very heterogenous.\(^8^2\) Bartosz Wroblewski adds to Çiftçi’s argument by claiming that the annexation of these territories and assassination of King Abdullah I can be interpreted as Palestine’s rejection of the Hashemite rule over Palestinian populations.\(^8^3\) From this point on, Jordanian national security gained added importance in terms of both, internal and external dynamics, in the Middle East.

2.3.1. *Security Dynamics of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan*

Lawrence Tall classifies three challenges to the national security of Jordan: “external dependence, a hostile regional environment, and internal fragility”.\(^8^4\) Amongst these challenges, a very significant security threat for Jordan is its economic independence. Jordan is highly dependent to external financial aid due to a lack of natural resources, water, combined with a large refugee population living in Jordan.\(^8^5\) According to Curtis R. Ryan, because of its dependency on external financial and military aid from Western powers, Jordan is a pro-Western ally that has good ties with states in the West.\(^8^6\) This has not always been a favorable trait for Jordan. For instance, in the early rule of King Hussein (1950s), a rise in Arab nationalism in the region,\(^8^7\) a rise in Pan-Arabism led by Egyptian leader Gamal Abdel Nasser, and secular Arab radicalism
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were crucial threats to the ‘monarchy’ of Hashemite Jordan.\(^{88}\) This situation is best described by Malcolm Kerr as the ‘Arab Cold War’ where the Arab world was divided into two: one defined as pro-Soviet ‘revolutionary, radical (secular) such as Syria and Egypt and second regarded as pro-Western ‘reactionary’ conservative (monarchies) such as the Hashemite Kingdoms of Iraq and Jordan. There was also a third group that included neutral states such as Saudi Arabia.\(^{89}\) At the same time, during the Arab Cold War (concurrent with the Cold War), US favored the Hashemite monarchy of Jordan and King Hussain going so far as to guarantee US support for the country by stating that “Jordan had become the only barrier against communism” in the region. Thus, in order to preserve Jordan’s stability and security, US provided additional economic aid (approximately 56.1 m US Dollar) to Jordan in 1959.\(^{90}\)

In addition to the Arab Cold War, the response to the 1967 Six Days War also had a huge impact on Jordanian security. For one, territories that Jordan has annexed from Palestine - the West Bank and Jerusalem - were captured by Israel. For W. Andrew Terrill, these territories were the main economic resource of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.\(^{91}\) According to Selahattin E. Çitçi, in the days following the 1967 War, Jordanian population consisted of approximately 60% Palestinians and 40% Jordanians. The failure of the 1967 war led to an increase in Palestinian population in Jordan bringing with it the rise of PLO, which became Palestinian national active force in Jordan.\(^{92}\) In 1970, PLO had adopted diverse means of fighting for the liberation of Palestine including ‘guerilla forces’.\(^{93}\) Because of several intense violent conflicts in Jordan, PLO and Jordanian army had frequent confrontations.\(^{94}\) Consequently,
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Palestinian political and military movement was completely abolished within the territories of Jordan.\textsuperscript{95} However, even as PLO preserved its existence and popularity within the region, Bartosz Wroblewski states that Jordan did not permit the creation of ‘a state within state’.\textsuperscript{96} William Cleveland finds that the bloody internal conflicts launched by PLO are, till date, remembered by Palestinians as the ‘Black September’.\textsuperscript{97}

In addition to the rise and fall of PLO in Jordan, Curtis Ryan argues that the significance of Iraqi invasion of Kuwait (known as Gulf War) in 1991 triggered a turbulent political period in the Middle East that directly threatened the national security of Jordan. This threat pushed the Hashemite monarchy to further secure its presence.\textsuperscript{98} To do so, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and Israel signed a peace treaty that promoted ‘an official end to the state of war’.\textsuperscript{99} Terrill argues that this treaty strengthened the ties between the US and Jordan more.\textsuperscript{100} However, Ryan interprets this treaty as a mere agreement between the state of Israel and the Hashemite monarchy, not between their peoples, which is why the gap between Jordanian regime and its citizens is still existent.\textsuperscript{101} At the time of the death of King Hussein in 1999 and the succession of the King Abdullah II, the regional atmosphere was very fragile due to the conflicts in Iraq, Israel-Palestine, and Afghanistan that posed a security threat for Jordan.\textsuperscript{102}
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In the decades following the succession of King Abdullah II, Nur Köprülü comments on the wave of Arab Spring that arrived in Jordan in 2011 in the form of protests against economic dismay (including high rate of unemployment, poverty and corruption) by Jordanians. These protests demanded regime change, which was expected to bring economic relief in Jordan.\(^{103}\) As a response to this demand, as Köprülü finds, the reaction of the regime was different than other countries. For instance, a government politician stated in his speech that “There is no comparison between Egypt and Jordan. The people there demand a regime change, but we ask for political reforms and an elected government. We recognize and acknowledge the legitimacy of Hashemites.”\(^{104}\) Mustafa Aydin also supports Köprülü’s argument by adding that Arab Spring protests were not as intense in Jordan as they were in Egypt and Syria mainly because the regime had taken many precautions, especially on the topic of political reforms.\(^{105}\) Yet, Aydin finds that the outcomes of Arab Spring have indirectly affected Jordan. This is due to the Syrian Civil War and the huge refugee flow from Syria to Jordan that has negatively impacted Jordanian resources and economy.\(^{106}\)

2.3.2. Security Analysis of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

Bettina Koch and Yannis A. Stivachtis argue that military threats are seen as the primary security concern for governments in the Middle East because of the constant wars and conflicts taking place in the region.\(^{107}\) Lawrence Tal finds this to be true for Jordan because since 1948 Jordan has experienced several external and internal wars and conflicts. Therefore, Jordan grants great importance to its military and security
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forces. He further states that “by 1965, Jordan had the largest number of security forces in the Arab world. About 23 of every 1000 Jordanians served in the military, while only 14 were employed in manufacturing.” Which is why he finds it peculiar that only a limited number of studies look at the military security of Jordan (most of them based on outdated data). Nevertheless, Andrew Terrill provides a history of Jordanian military power finding that the “Arab Legion” is actually the military forces of the Transjordan region. After the succession of King Hussein, Arab Legion was Arabized (British soldiers were replaced by Jordanians) resulting in the shaping of the Jordanian Army. Terrill also states that in spite of the size and the position of Jordan in the region, the Jordanian intelligence service is very powerful in the region. Jordan’s General Intelligence Directorate (GID) was established in 1964 in order to undertake domestic and international intelligence operations. Yet, there is a lack of public sources on information pertaining to GID.

In terms of political security, protecting the regime in Jordan is the primary political objective. Selahattin Çiftçi argues that the democratization of Jordan in 1989 was not the response of citizens demand, it was all about preserving the security of the Hashemite monarchy in Jordan. Andrew Terrill agrees with Çiftçi, finding that the highly debated democratization of Jordan after 1999 was done with similar motives (in King Abdullah’s Jordan). According to Curtis R. Ryan, the regime security approach posits that a country’s ruling elite have a propensity to maintain its survival by forging regional and international alliances that address external threats and
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internal conflicts. Since 1990s, Jordan is a good example of this, evident from its alliances within the region and outside of the region in order to secure the state and Hashemite rule.

In terms of economic security, Koch and Stivachits argue that economic threats can have severe consequences for any country. Therefore, economic security is a matter of national security. This is because during an economic crisis, states often become weak, unstable, and insecure. In the case of Jordan, Terrill argues that Jordan’s economic environment and its lack of oil resources makes it dependent on foreign aid from oil rich Arab countries and Western powers. For Terrill, Jordan receives external aid because of its geostrategic position in the region. According to Selahattin Çiftci, this dependence affects Jordan’s foreign and domestic policy, and limits it from making independent decisions. Domestically, Wa’ed Alshoubaki argues that the refugee crisis in the region also has direct effects on Jordan, specifically on the country’s economic development. For example, Terrill finds that even as Jordan has a large number of educated people, employment opportunities are few and the unemployment rate is very high. Alshoubaki links the lack of job opportunities and limited economic resources to the large refugees population in Jordan. He also adds that Jordan has hosted refugees from Palestine since 1948, Iraq since 1999, and
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Syria since 2011, and the economic costs of hosting refugees has slowed down the economic growth of Jordan.\textsuperscript{124}

In addition to the impact of refugees on the Jordanian economy, the scarcity of water in Jordan is also an economic burden according to Lawrence Tal.\textsuperscript{125} Philip J. Schafer adds to Tal’s argument by findings that limited sources of water is an urgent economic issue for Jordan because it has faced regional tensions with Israel since the 1950s on the issue of sharing water.\textsuperscript{126}

Lastly, conceptual notions of nation and religion have played a crucial role in Jordan. Threats to nation and religion are generally regarded as a part of military and political threats.\textsuperscript{127} Soh, You, and Yu further point out that the refugee policy of Jordan is based on the adaptation of refugees into Jordanian society through integration, guaranteeing them the same rights as Jordanians.\textsuperscript{128} Bartosz Wroblewski also argues that in terms of religious sensibility, the Hashemite monarchy is rooted in the lineage of Prophet Muhammad and this is used by the royal dynasty to preserve its security (legitimacy) in Jordanian society.\textsuperscript{129} However, Wroblewski finds that since the Arab Spring, the idea of Islamism propagated by the Muslim Brotherhood has gained significant popularity in Jordan, which can prove to be a security threat for the Hashemite monarchy.\textsuperscript{130}
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2.4. Conclusion

In this chapter of the thesis, security of the Middle East and its sub-region, the Levant, was examined in order to understand main regional factors that have an impact on the security of Jordan. As a part of the review, the security dynamics of Jordan’s neighbors from the Levant i.e. Palestine-Israel, Lebanon, Egypt, and Syria and its neighbors in the region i.e. Iraq and Saudi Arabia were evaluated for their impact on Jordanian security. A chronological review of literature pertaining to the security of Jordan was presented in this chapter beginning with the establishment of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (formerly Transjordan). The review of Jordan’s security dynamics was also divided into three security sectors i.e. military, political, and economic.

The immediate conclusion of the literature review is that while the literature on the history and foreign policy of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is ample, the literature on a modern understanding of Jordan’s security with regards to its military, political, and economic security is rather limited. Wroblewski agrees with this, finding that Jordan’s security approach is heavily reliant on a traditional monarchical perspective which focuses on regime security in the country, thus positioning its secret services, police forces, and the national army as the most important institutions in Jordan.131 Tal also agrees with Wroblewski’s argument that Jordan’s priority is to preserve the monarchy and maintaining territorial integrity.132 At the same time, Tariq M. Tell finds that “the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is at once the most accessible and least understood of the countries of the Arab East”.133 The underlying objective of this study is to analyze Jordan’s security using a modern framework based on three security sectors analyzing regional security dynamics on interstate and intrastate level. In this study, a modern security framework refers to non-military level of analysis the impact
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of the regional variables (both the Middle East and the Levant) on security of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.
CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

3.1. Introduction

The following chapter comprises of the theoretical framework adopted for this research. This chapter focuses on comprehending the concept of security by first analyzing what security is and then examining different approaches used to study security. After exploring the conceptual tenets of security, this chapter looks at the post-Cold War era in order to understand security in post-bipolar world order, and especially in the Third World. This is followed by an analysis of constructivist theories on the topic of security, particularly the Copenhagen School of security studies. The Copenhagen School’s theoretical approaches are used as the theoretical framework for the following chapters. Therefore, this chapter first examines the theory and then looks at particular sub-theories including the security complex theory, security sectors, and securitization theory in detail. The thesis aims to analyze the security of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan using Copenhagen School’s three security sectors, military, political, and economic. This multi-sectoral approach is underpinned by the securitization theory as the main framework that is applied to Jordanian policy making process with an aim to preserve its security against domestic and regional threats and vulnerabilities.
3.2. Security Studies

Stephen Walt defines security studies as “the study of the threat, use, and control of military force.”\textsuperscript{134} He argues that an ideal comprehension of security studies should consider “the conditions that make the use of force more likely, the ways that the use of force affects individuals, states and societies, and specific policies that states adopt in order to prepare for, prevent or engage in war”.\textsuperscript{135} This neorealist approach (also known as a traditionalist view) on security studies posit war as the main problem and states as the key actors and central concern.\textsuperscript{136}

It is after the Cold War that the field of security studies extended its frame of analysis to include not just military security of states but also issues related to political, environmental, societal, and economic security.\textsuperscript{137} This broad conception of security first came out of Europe and the Copenhagen School, whose major interest was to understand “how security ‘works’ in world politics.”\textsuperscript{138} However within the academic discipline of IR, there is a division between “traditionalist conception” and “more broadly constructed conception” of security. Yet, both the approaches seek to perceive and define security in general including threats, actors, concerns and so on.\textsuperscript{139} The main difference is that while traditionalists focus on state-centric security system, non-traditionalists focus on other sectors in addition to states.

As a subfield of IR, security studies focus on a diverse range of issues from everyday life. Thus, it is one of the most crucial concepts in academic research. At the same
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time, Paul William states that security studies are not just for the academic understanding of subjects, it also aims to achieve tangible solutions to real life problems faced by individuals and entities.140 This thesis tries to do so by analyzing factors pertaining to security in the Middle East and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.

3.2.1. What is Security?

In the field of IR, there is no universal definition of security. This is because security has been defined in varied ways by different scholars. Some scholars go as far as to argue that the concept of security is similar to the concept of “beauty” that is highly subjective and its perception can easily change depending on different perspectives and contexts.141 For W. B. Gallie’s, security is an “essentially contested concept” much like concepts such as freedom, equality, power, love, and so on that are hard to define.142 Therefore, it is not surprising that the definitions of security cannot be limited to one common understanding of the concept.

Yet, like the traditionalists (military-political understanding), Barry Buzan claims that security is about “survival”.143 Penelope Hartland-Thunberg describes national security as successful preservation of the national interest by a nation in the world. In a similar vein, Giacomo Luciani emphasizes that security of the nation “may be defined as the ability to withstand aggression from abroad”.144 Similarly, John E. Mroz also describes security as the “relative freedom from harmful threats.” In contrast, Arnold Wolfers presents a comprehensible definition of security by dividing the concept into two: (i) objectively, security is the “absence of threats to acquired values”,
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and (ii) subjectively, it is “the absence of fear that such values will be attacked”.\textsuperscript{145} This definition widely explains what security is by taking into consideration the objective and subjective understanding of the concept.

Much like Wolfers’s perspective, the Canadian National Defence College provides a multilayered definition of national security that ‘it is about preserving quality of life which includes “freedom from military attack or coercion, freedom from internal subversion and freedom from the erosion of the political, economic and social values”’.\textsuperscript{146} This explanation of the national security shows more broad understanding of security that goes beyond a traditionalist understanding to include dimensions such as economic, political and societal security. Ole Waever goes one step further to define security (within a language theory) as a speech act. In other words, for Waever security is when a “state-representative moves the particular case into a specific area, claiming a special right to use the means necessary to block this development.”\textsuperscript{147} This approach lays the foundations of Copenhagen School’s securitization theory which is the main theoretical framework adopted for this thesis.

3.2.2. Paradigms of Security

From the Second World War to the end of Cold War, realism was the core school of thought in academic IR. Within the realist paradigm, classical realists and neorealists have differing positions on analyzing security, yet both of them agree on the significance of power and state-centrism in security studies.\textsuperscript{148} After the Cold War, the changes from bipolar to unipolar world order reshaped regional and local security concerns. This shift paved the way for widening of the ways in which security is
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defined i.e. not only military concerns, but other concerns as well such as economy, environment, society, and politics.\textsuperscript{149}

Coming back to the realist approach, realists try to ‘explain security’ in line with what they see in the world\textsuperscript{150} and the core focus of this approach is on states and power.\textsuperscript{151} In other words, realists believe that security is a “derivative power”, thus, if an actor (generally referred to states and leaders) has adequate power that guarantees its survival, it is assumed that this actor has security and/or is secure.\textsuperscript{152} As a result, it may be argued that realist approach establishes a cause and effect relation between power and security, while states play a central role in this association. In this regard, Kenneth N. Waltz goes beyond classical realism to focus on the bipolar world structure during the Cold War. He believes that the ‘balance of power’ in a bipolar world translates into an ease of predicting threats, so stability (security) can either be preserved or attained accordingly.\textsuperscript{153} Therefore, as opposed to classical realism, neorealists assume that ‘international cooperation’ can be achieved to some degree and it is not necessary to perceive security as a negative concept.\textsuperscript{154} Neorealists also believe that the international system is anarchic in nature in which security should be the central concern for states by arguing that “In anarchy, security is the highest end… The goal of the system encourages them [states] to seek security”.\textsuperscript{155} Despite diversity of views within the realist school on the concept of security, both classical realists and neorealists arrive at a consensus on the idea of power maximization that enables states
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to survive in an international system. This is the military state-centric approach that is
synonymous with realism.

Towards the end of the Cold War in 1990s, realism lost its popularity as the central
school of thought in IR to “alternative approaches”. After Cold War, the need of
broaden the concept of security emerged due to a rise in the number of intra-state
(regional) and interstate conflicts. In response to this need, security studies
developed a broadened understanding of security by including issues such as human,
society, politics, environment, economy, and so on. Barry Buzan argues that from
this point onwards, newer intellectual developments were adopted in order to examine
security as a concept including “historical, philosophical and politico-linguistic
approaches”.

In addition to inter and intra-state conflicts, regional and local security problems also
gained importance in the post-Cold War era, leading to an increased focus on regional
security. For instance, after the Cold War, most of the conflicts have taken place in
Third World and the underlying cause of these conflicts is mostly intrastate threats
such as revolt against regimes, tribal or sectarian conflicts, civil wars, and so on. From
these conflicts, along with military threats, nonmilitary threats also came to the
fore. For instance, a lack of water, food, or housing are not traditionally considered to
be national security threats, but in the Third World threats have led to internal conflicts
at interstate and intrastate levels. Consequently the Third World experience of
security shows the need for going beyond a military understanding of security threats
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to also focusing on economic, environmental or societal challenges that may also result in regional conflicts\textsuperscript{163} that may have a domino effect on the international world order.

This broader conception of security, according to Barry Buzan, has taken the focus away from classical paradigms into more constructive paradigms.\textsuperscript{164} For instance, constructivism in IR argues that all of norms, interests, behaviors, relationships, and even systems are “socially constructed” and open to change.\textsuperscript{165} Constructivist paradigm, with its assumptions of ‘change’, challenges the materialistic theories of IR such as realism.\textsuperscript{166} Constructivism argues that “the system is not a deterministic, rather it is socially constructed” and therefore “the building blocks of international reality are ideational as well as material”.\textsuperscript{167} In constructivist theory, rather than giving the abstract and general definitions on security, the focus is on the existence of identical, cultural, social, and historical norms that compose the meaning of security in different contexts.\textsuperscript{168} Constructivists believe that it is possible to ascribe diverse meanings to security in different situations, and threat perception differs in each case. The US invasion of Iraq in 2003, is an example where constructivists argue that the possibility of nuclear armament of Saddam Hussain led US to invade Iraq because US’s threat perception was very high as compared to states such as Russia, China, Israel, or India, which the US did not perceive as critical threats at the time.\textsuperscript{169}

In addition to the subjective perception of threat, the logic of ‘security dilemma’ is also a cause for concern for states in an international system. In the process of
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preserving national/territorial security, states tend to invest in their armament capabilities such as land, air, and naval forces. However, while such capabilities can be used for self-protection, they can also be used for offensive military campaigns — becoming a security concern for states.\textsuperscript{170} Wendt accepts this neorealist idea of ‘security dilemma’ but he perceives this notion in a different way. He argues that the physical military capacity of a state is less important than if the state is perceived as a threat or not.\textsuperscript{171} Wendt states that “500 British nuclear weapons are less threatening to the US than 5 North Korean nuclear weapons” because the US’s perception of friends and foes is based on its previous experiences; although this perception can change in time.\textsuperscript{172} Hence, in this anarchical world order, Alexander Wendt alleges that “Anarchy is what states make of it”.\textsuperscript{173}

As a result, in constructivism, the focus on military state-centric attitude is preserved but norms, identities, cultures, human rights, the lessons from past experiences also gained considerable prominence. Thus, these given issues are also critical to security studies.\textsuperscript{174} In fact, the Copenhagen School rooted in constructivist theory, attempts to come up with a more coherent understanding of security studies by looking at “how security ‘works’ in world politics”.\textsuperscript{175} In the Copenhagen School’s Security Studies, the main concepts are classified under three titles: ‘sectors’, ‘regional security complexes’, and ‘securitization’. Securitization is accepted as the core element of the security analysis, while sectors and regional security complexes have a crucial contribution in diversifying and broadening the analysis.\textsuperscript{176}
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3.3. Copenhagen School Security Studies

The main theoretical framework adopted for analyzing the security of Jordan in this study is the Copenhagen School security studies. Buzan’s theoretical arguments in his book *People, States and Fear*, published in 1991 as part of the Copenhagen School, expanded the conception of security from being a purely militaristic to also being political, economic, environmental, and societal. In 1995, the concept of securitization was developed by Ole Waever, which is used as a central proponent by Copenhagen School theorists. Copenhagen School also devised its security sectors and security complex theory under the securitization theory and they are often used together in answer the question “how security works?” in world politics. That is to say, in securitization theory, researcher does not engage in what cases are classified as a security issue, rather, the important point is to evaluate how issues are securitized by actors and their power consolidation within that case.

In contrast, Stephen Walt (a traditionalist thinker) argues that broadening security studies from military to nonmilitary sectors will make it difficult to find solutions for specific security problems because of the intellectual incoherence brought forth by the inclusion of a wide range of issues. On the contrary, Buzan et al. claims that the traditionalist position of the ‘only military focus’ in security studies is the real reason for intellectual incoherence and that broadening the scope of approach to include non-military aspects may be the best method to reach an understanding of security. However, while Buzan et al. argue for the inclusion of nonmilitary sectors in security analysis, they also continue to maintain the “state-centric thinking” in securitization.
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process. Thus, Copenhagen School is positioned between classical state-centric theories and constructivist security studies. Therefore, Copenhagen School theorists centralize state-centric thinking and add other sectors to the framework of security, in order to evaluate it with a broader lens.

3.3.1. Security Complex Theory

Regional security complex theory was developed by the Copenhagen School after the Cold War period. The aim of this theory is to understand post-Cold War regions in the world order rather than bipolar world system because in the new regional structure, the complex dynamics of power relations and security can be easily understood and analyzed. According to the security complex theory, security dynamics are more autonomous amongst regional actors. In other words, while all states are interconnected with each other, yet this should not have a negative connotation such as threats and distrust among them (threats are interlinked to other regional actors). Rather, the aims should be to focus on physical closeness of states (within regions) because being closer brings more interdependence between states. That is why, an anarchical world order and security threats create regional security complexes that are quite diverse in comparison to the classical perception of security threats. However, Buzan et al. also point out the shortage of literature on these threats. Nevertheless, regional security complex theory broadens security analysis within the securitization theory, particularly on the study of specific regions. This thesis applies this theory
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to Jordan in the Middle East, because this region is suitable for combining regional security complex approach with securitization theory.

3.3.2. Security Sectors

In his book *Security: A New Framework for Analysis*, Buzan et al. aims to conduct a broad examination of the character and dynamics of security in three security sectors: “military, political, economic, environmental, and societal”\(^{190}\). The purpose of differentiating between these sectors is to prevent complexity in the securitization process. It is also because each sector has its own specific dynamics. However, this does not mean that these sectors are not inter-related. For Buzan et al., these sectors are inseparable parts of the whole picture.\(^{191}\)

The military sector remains the oldest sector derived from classical theories on security. The military sector aims to maintain national security\(^{192}\) of the state by focusing on its armed defensive and offensive capabilities. Buzan et al. accept the traditional militaristic paradigm of security by asserting that “security is about survival”\(^{193}\). In this sector, analysts focus more on how states perceive each other’s intentions and evaluate each other’s coercive capabilities.\(^{194}\) In the political sector, the aim is to preserve sovereignty, legitimatize ideology, states’ stability, authority, and governing structure itself.\(^{195}\) It can be said that the political sector is more related to intrastate security concerns, where the main purpose is to protect and maintain the political structure of states. When looking at the economic sector, it can be said that it focuses on states’ development, access to resources, markets, and finance in order to
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ensure its welfare and to become an efficient power. Societal sector comprises of a states’ traditional culture, custom, language, religion, and national (collective) identity, which are important for keeping a state unified. Lastly, environmental sector is related to preserving “local and planetary biosphere”, which is the main source of all human life and civilization accordingly.

All these sectors are interlinked with each other and they cannot be isolated from each other. They are separate entities, but constitute a whole and depending on the topic or issue, the priorities of these sectors can change depending on the context in which they are analyzed. Hence, it can be claimed that security sectors are crucial to examine and understand security. By avoiding complex definitions, sectoral distribution of analysis makes it easier to analyze the security of a state.

3.3.3. Securitization Theory

Securitization theory is the critical underlying theory for this thesis. Therefore, it is critical to understand the main tenets of this theory. Securitization is a “discursive conception of security” or “discursive construction of threat” developed by Ole Waever in 1995. At the root of securitization theory is Barry Buzan’s definition of security, which “is about constituting something that needs to be secured: the nation, the state, the individual, the ethnic group, the environment, or the planet itself”. For Buzan et al., securitization is socially constructed (is based upon constructivist
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theory) and it is consequently a speech act\textsuperscript{205}. That is why, in defining securitization theory the main focus is on discourses, followed by socially constructed norms and ideas related to security and threat. Securitization was first formulated by Waever as a “theory of language” within the “speech act theory.”\textsuperscript{206} That is ‘security’\textsuperscript{207} is when an actor (often a political leader) undertakes an act and claims special right to take all initiative and speaks on behalf of the state, nation, or specific group in order to dominate and affect public attention and take immediate measures.\textsuperscript{208} From this point of view, the very general description of the securitization is:

…threats and vulnerabilities can arise in many different areas, military and non-military, but to count as security issues they have to meet strictly defined criteria that distinguish them from the normal run of the merely political. They have to be staged as existential threats to a referent object by a securitizing actor who thereby generates endorsement of emergency measures beyond rules that would otherwise bind.\textsuperscript{209}

In the process of securitization, the first step is to establish an “existential threat” by speech acts, which threatens the security of a state (sovereignty), nation, or group and the target (‘referent object’) ‘has to survive’ this threat.\textsuperscript{210} These existential threats are established and propagated by securitizing actors, that are influential persons or people within the threatened group, such as politicians, leaders, and respected people.\textsuperscript{211} The second step is interaction between securitizing actors and the audience as part of an intersubjective process. Thirdly, the speech act should be accepted by the audience. And lastly, successful securitization occurs when the audience legitimizes emergency
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measures.\textsuperscript{212} By breaking the normal procedure in order to deal with problems urgently, securitizing move is based on an application of extraordinary measures and actions by demanding priority on existential threat.

Successful securitization is a significant factor in the securitization theory. In the securitization process, it is not important if the threat is real or not, the important thing is if the speech act of the actors is accepted by audience (generally public) or not.\textsuperscript{213} For Buzan et al., successful speech act can be prepared using a combination of language in internal and external conditions.\textsuperscript{214} The internal conditions include the way in which the actor uses language and grammar to state security concerns and the way he expresses concerns about the existential threat to the target audience. External conditions include credible securitizing actors from government, authority, bureaucrats, lobbies etc.\textsuperscript{215} and the provision of “facilitating conditions” which are defined as “conditions that increase the likelihood of successful securitization”.\textsuperscript{216}

According to Copenhagen School theorists, securitization is an intersubjective process because successful securitization demonstrates the role of securitizing actors, the audience (whether they accept or not), and how this interaction established the credibility of threats faced by a state.\textsuperscript{217}

Furthermore, according to Buzan et al. securitization can be perceived as an extreme version of politicization ranging from “nonpoliticized” (meaning that states are not taking an issue on board to move public debate), “through politicized” (refers to the formation of an issue into public policy requiring government decision), to “securitized” (that is when actors take needed emergency measures by justifying
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actions as in response to an existential threat, which are against national or international rules and norms for the sake of preserving security.\textsuperscript{218} Barry Buzan, Ole Waever, and Jaap de Wilde do not perceive securitization as a positive act because when actors take emergency actions as part of their unconditional consolidation of power, it is not conducive to peace and international cooperation in the modern world order. To circumvent this, desecuritization is also included in this theoretical framework. According to Waever, desecuritization occurs when (securitized) issues are phased back from being emergency threats to normal political discourse. This means that securitized issues are converted to being normal political issues.\textsuperscript{219}

Lastly, existential threats in the securitization theory are better understood as part of the security sectors framework. Therefore, Buzan et al. analyzed five sectors with their referent objects.\textsuperscript{220} For the military sector, the referent object is generally ‘state’ and sometimes, but rarely, ‘political entities’. In order to preserve and protect states, military capability has to exist.\textsuperscript{221} In the political sector, any threats to the sovereignty and ideology of the state is existential. In the economic sector, referent objects are difficult to detect, but generally national economies should survive for sustainability. Therefore, the referent object of economic sector is the national economy.\textsuperscript{222} The referent object of societal sector is collective identities including norms, identity, culture, custom, religion. Lastly, in the environmental sector, the referent object is very broad including, but not limited to, survival of endangered species, habitats, climate protection, biosphere preservation, and so on.\textsuperscript{223}
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3.4. Conclusion

To conclude this chapter, security studies is a crucial topic in International Relations (IR) because throughout history, security issues have always garnered attention at regional and international level. For this reason, scholars have tried to define security as a concept using distinct perspectives. However, even as there is no consensus on a common definition for security, each definition has its own meaning in specific circumstances. Theoretically, from the Second World War to the end of the Cold War, realist approach to security was dominant in defining and analyzing security around the world. However, in the post-Cold War period the current approaches to studying security gained attention under the constructivist theory, which paved the way for broadening the concept of security.

In the 1990s, the Copenhagen School security studies was established as an alternative to the classical military-centric approach of analyzing security. The Copenhagen School developed the idea of security sectors (military, political, societal, economic, and environmental), regional complex theory (especially after realizing the importance of regions facing various interstate and intrastate security issues), and lastly but most importantly, the securitization theory. The Copenhagen School puts securitization theory at the center of its approach to examine security as a concept and process. It then incorporates a study of sectors and regional security complexes as part of the securitization theory. This research applies the Copenhagen School securitization theory as a whole (including military, political, and economic sectors and excluding societal and environmental sectors) to analyze the security of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.
4.1. Introduction

Taking into consideration of the fragile environment that Jordan posits in the Middle East region, Jordan has faced numerous security threats and regional conflicts until today. In other words, because of the creation of ‘artificial’ boundaries in the Middle East after the WWI, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, as a buffer zone in terms of its security and stability, has been found itself in the line of fire inescapably. Hence, from the very beginning of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, official speeches (speech acts) regarding security issues have always existed in its agenda, and to this respect, this thesis aims to analyze security of Jordan from a different viewpoint; Copenhagen School securitization theory. In the case of Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, the theory of securitization can be applied specifically in military, political and economic sectors. From this point, the thesis aims to focus on Jordanian securitization in these three sectors regarding the era of King Hussein and his son, King Abdullah II. On the securitization of Jordan, as Barry Buzan and Mathias Albert state, all of these sectors have made up the securitization whole and reduce the complexity of the securitization analysis.
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This chapter focuses on the securitization of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan on the basis of military sector. The main aim of this chapter is to demonstrate military rooted threats that are securitized by Jordan, and to analyze three securitized cases (Israel, PLO, and Terrorism) within Jordanian military security. This chapter also gives the nature of threats, vulnerabilities, and regionalizing dynamics which are helpful for the examination of Jordanian securitization process through changing conditions that Jordan faces.

4.2. Jordanian Securitization in Military Sector

The sub-region Levant within the Middle East is geographically situated in the middle of conflicts and disputes since the WWI. Within this region, Nigel Ashton describes Jordan as a ‘classic buffer state’ that is surrounded by Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Israel, and Saudi Arabia. These neighboring states of Jordan have always been in internal and external struggles and Curtis Ryan pointed the crucial role of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan in both war and peace situation in the Levant. Within this scope, Jordanian securitization in the military sector gives more clear understanding of state’s security. Military sector in the securitization process can be considered as the most institutionalized one and focuses on internal and external military threats and states’ military defense capabilities against other states, governments, or nonmilitary menace such as rival ideologies which threaten the existence of the government or the regime.

Considering the internal threats in the military security as Buzan et al. mentions, it mostly focuses on preserving the existence of the ruling elite, regime or government,
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civil peace, and territorial integrity of the state.\textsuperscript{230} These are generally classified as “militant separatist, revolutionary, terrorist or criminal organizations or movements” which threaten the state security directly.\textsuperscript{231} In Jordanian military securitization, Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) or (\textit{fedayeen}) and the Salafist jihadi movement/ terrorism; Al-Qaeda and ISIS/DAESH have a crucial position from the 1960s until today. On the other hand, external threats in the military sector are defined as firstly states’ armed offensive and defensive capabilities and secondly, states’ calculation on each other’s potential power and intentions.\textsuperscript{232} In external threats, Jordan securitizes Israel from 1948 War to the beginning of 1970s in the time of King Hussein. Thus, military security can be perceived as the use of (armed) force in order to secure territorial integrity, the position of the ruling elite from external and internal threats. On both situations, Buzan et al. assert that desecuritization (the process which contains the reversing steps of the securitization/ issues are in political sphere rather than security) is possible.\textsuperscript{233} In Jordanian case, King Hussein desecuritizes both Israel and PLO and turns them back to the normal politics.

4.2.1. Referent Objects and Securitizing Actors

In military sector, securitization starts with declaring of existential threats by speech acts of securitizing actors on the referent object. For Buzan et al., in the traditional point of view, the referent object of the military sector is ‘state’ and in respect of dynastic and national states, both of them consider sovereignty as a broader concept that consists of the maintenance of the government and territory.\textsuperscript{234} Furthermore, regarding monarchical state, regime (monarchy) and royal families are also perceived
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as referent objects of the military sector. The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is a good case because in its military securitization, primarily regime and royal Hashemite family and then state, Arab nation (in the time of King Hussein) are presented as referent objects in both internal and external security dynamics of Jordan.

Securitizing actors in the military sector, for Buzan et al., are state representatives who give speeches on the behalf of their states and have a legitimate impact on their people. State representatives in the military sector are comprised of governments, ruling elites and political leaders. While analyzing the securitizing actors of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan in the military sector, it is very easy to assert that the securitizing actor is the King even if the government and political leaders speak on the behalf of Jordan. In other words, in Jordan as an (powerful monarchy) undemocratic state, the only actor of securitizing move is the King because other actors only support (also have an impact to some extend toward King’s decision) the arguments of the King for both maintenance of territorial integrity and regime security in the military sector. All of the existential threats can be labeled voice in the state by the King and the other actors cannot freely start the securitizing move without the control of the monarchy.

4.2.2. Functional Actors

According the Buzan et al., functional actors of the military sector are varied that it can include many actors who have a direct influence without existing securitizing actors or referent objects. The Jordanian government and political leaders can be classified as functional actors in the military security. In the situations of the lack of King’s speeches on the securitizing move, government members, spokesmen or military officials (on high) can speak on the behalf of the Hashemite Kingdom of
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Jordan’s military security and they have a crucial effect in securitization move because the audience is always aware that these actors cannot move further without monarchy’s control.

In addition to these functional actors, arms industry and armed services have a strong pressure on the military security strategy and even in procurement.\textsuperscript{239} As for Jordanian military security, national arms industry is encouraged by the King Abdullah II and by this way, the King Abdullah II Design and Development Bureau (KADDB) was established for enhancing national military industry of Jordan in 1999.\textsuperscript{240} Considering the armed services of Jordan, navy, air force, and army, even including intelligence service- General Intelligence Directorate (GID) (as a branch of Royal Jordanian Armed Forces) have respected power on both the external and internal security issues.\textsuperscript{241} Furthermore, three of ministries; Defense, Finance, and Foreign\textsuperscript{242} are effective actors in generating the military security policies in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. The Jordanian Defense Ministry is in a very important position and it is proven that the Prime Minister is Defense Minister as well and it has an important role in decision making process of the military security of the state.
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Table 1: Illustration of Referent Objects, Securitizing Actors, and Functional Actors in the Military Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Referent Objects</th>
<th>Securitizing Actors</th>
<th>Functional Actors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>King Hussein</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab Nation</td>
<td>King Abdullah II</td>
<td>Political Leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regime (Hashemite monarchy)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Arms Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Hashemite Family</td>
<td></td>
<td>Armed Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Defense (prime minister too), finance, foreign ministers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s own Assessment of the Literature

4.3. The Analysis of Jordanian Securitization in the Military Sector

Concerning the securitization in the military sector analysis of thesis follows the chronological order that begins with the securitization of Israel in the time of King Hussein and accordingly, the analysis of the securitization of PLO/ fedayeen (again in King Hussein’s era). Both of these two cases were later included in the desecuritization process under the leadership of King Hussein and thus, thesis includes desecuritization of Israel and PLO into military security analysis. Besides King Hussein, his son King Abdullah II has also securitized terrorism (Salafist jihadi movement) including Al-Qaeda and Daesh within the military sector. From this point, thesis examines the construction of policies in order to preserve military security and stability of Jordan through speeches and actions by King Hussein and King Abdullah II and their government, and effectiveness of these securitizing moves, and lastly, how significant these securitizations in military sector are.
4.3.1. Securitization of Israel

Israeli-Palestinian conflict and dispute over the territories of the Middle East can be considered as the much known security issue in the region. Jordan has involved in this crisis from the very beginning of its modern history that is from the establishment of Jordan in 1947. Jordan’s first king, Abdullah I, had objected the 1947 UN decision of partition plan over Palestinian territories, and he proposed to send its army (Arab Legion) to defend ‘Arabs of Palestine’ and other Arab states including Syria, Egypt, Iraq, and Lebanon sent their troops to join the Arab Legion.243 1948 Arab-Israeli War started with this move, and it can be said that Jordan was the leading power in this conflict. This war also shed light on further conflicts between Arabs and Israelis, and for Jordan, the outcome of the 1948 War was to gain West Bank and East Jerusalem244 which meant that Jordan would be very passionate on its security and the Israeli-Palestinian dispute.

Another significant war between Arabs and Israelis was 1967 ‘Six Day War’ and this war had a huge impact on today’s Middle East order. In other words, the 1967 War by the alliance of Jordan, Egypt, and Syria resulted in loss of territories and 300,000 influx of refugees from Palestine to these allied Arab countries.245 Specifically as for Jordan, it lost the West Bank which was the most cultivable and industrial land for Jordanian economy and to make matters worse, there was a huge refugee flow from the West Bank to the East Bank (Jordan).246 After the 1967 War, Jordan faced social and political problems247 and this troubled situation went from bad to worse. That is
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why, from the end of 1967 War, Jordan has further increased its voice to preservation of its security and stability.

When explaining Jordanian securitization of Israel, it should firstly be considered whether Israel is presented as an existential threat to Jordanian security or not. At this point, in 1956, King Hussein stated that

…the two peoples have integrated; Palestine has become Jordan, and Jordan Palestine……those organizations which seek to differentiate between Palestinians and Jordanians are traitors who help Zionism in its aim of splitting the Arab camp……We have only one army, one political organization, and one popular recruiting system in this country.248

In this speech, King Hussein stated the importance of Palestine for Jordan, that is Jordan and Palestine are accepted as the same country because after gaining West Bank and East Jerusalem in 1948, King Hussein started the securitizing move against Israel (Zionism) as an existential threat for the referent object: Palestine (is Jordan).

Following this, in 1963, King Hussein expressed his fear of Israeli military intervention by saying “I have often referred to the danger that Israel might seek to benefit from the [present situation] and pursue a policy that would result not only in a loss to Jordan but to the entire Arab nation…”249 From this statement of King Hussein, while existential threat is clearly Israel, the referent objects are Jordan (state) and Arab nation. In 1965, following the 1963 crisis between Jordan and Israel, all of the Jordan Arab Army (JAA) commanders were relocated against Israeli sabotage to the territories of Jordan and the JAA stated that “maximum effort must be made to safeguard the border through strictest vigilance by rounding up the saboteurs…”250 Here, functional actors are the JAA and emergency actions are actions within JAA as part of this securitizing move. Emergency actions prove that this securitizing move
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was successful and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan took precaution and action against Israeli military threat (audience-Jordanians accepted the securitizing move of King Hussein).

After the 1967 ‘Six Day War’, King Hussein mentioned that Israelis recaptured territories from Jordan (West Bank) and this event, with the loss of land and lives, created very big shock, despair and frustration and thus, the rejection of the existence of Israel among his people. On this case, King Hussein gave another record after the United Nations Security Council resolution 242 passing in 1967 and he highlighted that

…at the recent failure of the Security Council to condemn immediately the Israeli aggression and to demand that they give up the territory they occupy at once……Israel has stated that what is peace and security, which has always been the cry of the successful aggressor….What Jordan and Arabs want is peace and justice…. It provides no justification for armed aggression, the occupation of thousands of square miles of territory, the death of thousands of human beings and the destruction of their cities and home.

King Hussein falls in repetition on the aggression of Israel and he emphasizes the occupation of Jordanian-Palestinian territories with heavy losses. Therefore, it can be said that King Hussein tried to emphasize Israeli behavior that can justify his further actions toward Israel. Following these statements, he also addresses that

We stand today as the victims of that aggression. An attack against one of us is an attack against us all…. Israeli Army’s behavior ….. as any barbarian invader…… destroying other Jordanian and other Arab towns and villages…. by acts of vandalism, terror, and confusion… The whole of the West Bank of Jordan, my country, is still occupied. This

---
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is a completely unacceptable and intolerable situation. … Jordan will survive…we will rise again. And with us will arise the Arab nations.254

This record from King Hussein clearly pictures Israel as barbarian, terrorist and vandal and again as the existential threat to Jordanian state and the Arab nation. In this securitization move, it cannot be easily asserted that King Hussein is successful because even if the audience (Jordanians and Palestinians) accepted his words ‘unacceptable and intolerable situation’ and were ready to take position against Israel (it will be discussed in the PLO section), emergency actions were not be taken by the King and his government.

4.3.1.2. Desecuritization of Israel

With King Hussein’s desire of peace and stability in Jordan, he had pursued normalization with Israel and the Israeli-Jordanian Peace Treaty in 1994 was signed255. This treaty aims firstly to end the war and then emphasizes of regional cooperation, mutual understanding and trust regarding security and stability in the Middle East.256 Till as the beginning of 1990s, the official record about peace with Israel had been the unusual move for Palestinians and Jordanians, Israel had always been on security agenda of the country and with this treaty, the issue of Israel had been moved from security arena to politics, that is the Israeli issue had been desecuritized by King Hussein. Within this process, King Hussein gave numbers of speeches and interviews to express himself and his aim concerning this peace treaty. For him, peace is the urgent stage for security and stability of his country and he addresses that “I was not just thinking on myself but, above all, of the dangers that Jordan would be facing
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if peace were delayed even further.”257 He also justifies his move (because for his citizens, peace cannot be easily accepted) by addressing that

There were only two possibilities. Either continue in the old way—which would have meant more and more despair with an uncertain outcome, or daring to make the big leap and open a new page in the history book. This meant: Moving directly toward peace with Israel.258

King Hussein gave speech in the Jordanian National Congress in 1991 about the necessity of making peace with Israel by stating “because just peace would touch every aspect of our lives…. Thus, we must be involved in the drive for peace because it concerns our present and future and has an impact on our continuity.”259 King Hussein emphasized Jordanian well-being and future (for everyone) and he also took attention of the changing world order after the end of Cold-War that “the end of Cold War period and the beginning of a new phase in which all indications show that competition will essentially be economic and scientific, but not military, as was the case in the past”260. This statement is a good illustration of desecuritization in military sector because the meaning of desecuritization in this case is having peace (ending war) and disputes are moved into the domain of politics between Jordan and Israel. King Hussein also proved this idea by stating that “we always insisted that negotiations must lead to peace, rather than making peace first and negotiating all points later”261 and moreover, he strengthens his statement that “we can say that the territories must be returned in full and Arab sovereignty over them, including Jerusalem, must be secured”262. That is to say, for preserving security and stability in military sector,
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rather than securitization, desecuritization of Israel can be asserted as the better choice for Jordan, and ongoing disputes between two parties dealt with diplomacy rather than coercive power.

4.3.2. Securitization of PLO/ Fedayeen

While securitization of Israel was rooted in external military threats for the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, securitization of Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO)/ Fedayeen militia was based on internal threats that had been there against regime legitimacy and survival against PLO guerilla forces from the late 1960s to early 1970s. At the very beginning, after the 1967 War, the troubled situation for Arab side directly affected the situation of Palestinians and thus, PLO started to challenge the regime of Jordan- the Hashemite Kingdom in order to liberate Palestinians from Jordan.263

According to Adnan Abu-Odeh, former advisor of King Hussein and King Abdullah II, “after the devastating war (1967), Jordanian authorities were in no position to prevent the landless Palestinians from organizing and carrying weapons in order to resist the Israeli occupation”.264 In addition to this statement, he also shed light on the backstage of securitization of PLO by asserting that PLO’s rejection of Jordan over West Bank and that attacks of fedayeen militia under the PLO had been intensified on Jordan and Hashemite regime between 1967 and 1970 had pushed King Hussein to control the PLO in Jordan accordingly.265 For him, although King Hussein had tried to coordinate with PLO/ fedayeen, it was rejected couple of times and this situation
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had compelled the King to intervene in this organization which is posited ‘state within state’\textsuperscript{266} and securitization of PLO continued since then.\textsuperscript{267}

On the eve of civil war in Jordan called as ‘Black September’ among Palestinians, fedayeen had declared Hashemite monarchy as a ‘puppet of Western imperialism’, ‘a Zionist tool’, ‘illegitimate’ that should be overthrown and that is why its militia had attacked Jordanian state.\textsuperscript{268} As part of “survival strategy”\textsuperscript{269} of the Hashemite monarchy, King Hussein had securitized PLO and its fedayeen organization regarding their attacks on Jordan by saying “the shame of the Arab world”, “they would suffer the consequences”, “everyday Jordan sinks a little more. There must be peace or war.”\textsuperscript{270} In the teleprinter conference with UK Embassy in 1970, King Hussein emphasized the conflict between Jordan and PLO which could not be prevented in these circumstances and he added that “a cancer operation had to be performed to save Jordan’s life.”\textsuperscript{271}

In this securitization process, the referent object is understood as firstly Jordanian sovereignty and then the Hashemite regime/ monarchy. The emergency actions that King Hussein has started a military campaign against PLO on September 1970 and July 1971 and a series of clashes between fedayeen and the army of Jordan has resulted in many of causalities\textsuperscript{272}. Just before these clashes, King Hussein also utilized Jordanian Army and Air Force and he stated that “We’ll kick out the civilian
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government and put in a temporary military government.\textsuperscript{273} Considering these attempts in the securitization process of the PLO, it should be analyzed that this securitizing move had achieved its aim and audience- Jordanians and the West were persuaded to take emergency actions after King Hussein’s alarms. Jordanian Army and some officials on this process had played role as functional actors and Jordanian military capability (Army and Air Force) and its foreign military assistance from Britain and the US\textsuperscript{274} can be accepted as facilitating conditions.

\textbf{4.3.2.2. Desecuritization of PLO}

After providing regime security of Jordan, King Hussein could not run the risk of continuing the dispute with PLO/ Palestinians and desecuritization process had begun accordingly. In 1974 Arab Summit Conference (Rabat), Arab leaders including King Hussein agreed the recognition of the PLO as “sole, legitimate representative of the Palestinian people”\textsuperscript{275} and in the following years, PLO had been accepted as a voice of Palestinians in all negotiations. In 1982, King Hussein stated that “I recognize, and which I hope the world recognizes. Jordan and PLO…… PLO is a liberation organization; it is a process toward the achievement of peace”.\textsuperscript{276} Finally, in 1985 Arab summit (Fez), King Hussein officially approved the legitimacy of PLO over Palestinians\textsuperscript{277} and eventually desecuritization of PLO had been done and moved to the politics of Jordan rather than the alarming security issue.

4.3.3. Securitization of Terrorism/ Salafist Jihadi Movement

Not only Jordan, but the whole world has faced the threat of terrorism and the Salafist jihadi movement ideas can easily be converted to terrorist ideologies in the Middle East region where the chaos intensely exists. As Jordan is positing the heart of the Middle East, has been directly affected this type of terrorism and this situation poses a challenge for its internal security consequently. According to the interview with King Abdullah II,

…the impact of such prolonged crisis on the region and the world, particularly rising extremism and terrorism… the longer the conflict in Syria continues, the further extremism is entrenched… the tremendous pressure they place on the capabilities and resources of Jordan and other neighbors of Syria.278

He emphasizes in his statement that the ongoing conflict in Syria has threaten the regional and the world peace and he adds priority of controlling the borders of Jordan and preserving the security of his citizens’ safety and security.279 For him, “Jordan’s security is a cornerstone for the region’s security,”280 and the reason why King Abdullah strongly and clearly states terrorism as a threat for Jordan is approximately 85 per cent Jordanian Salafist jihadis sympathize with some terrorist groups such as DAESH.281 The Salafist jihadi movement has spread all over the Jordan including al-Rusayfa, al-Zarqa (East), al-Salt (West), Irbid (North), and Ma’an (South).282 While King Abdullah II securitized terrorism, he applied emergency actions by arresting nearly 300 suspected Salafist Jihadis.283
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In this securitization process, the King gave a speech in Germany against terror by saying,

It is time for a new level of global action focusing our resources, coordinating our responsibilities and synchronizing our military and security efforts. Our countries, our international institutions, must work collectively, as a truly global alliance.\(^\text{284}\)

With this statement, securitization of terrorism had targeted not just Jordanians, also the world as audience and King Abdullah draws the attention on taking steps against Salafist jihadis movement collectively. To strengthen this argument, in New York, the King also addresses the threat of terrorism is “not a single country’s problem, it is not a local or regional problem; it is our collective problem”.\(^\text{285}\) While the scope of audience is very broad, King Abdullah II successfully securitizes extremism on the Jordanian basis: “I assure all Jordanians that we are ready to deal with all possibilities, and the brave armed forces and security institutions are exerting heroic and historical efforts in protecting Jordan.”\(^\text{286}\)

Regarding the success of securitization of terrorism in Jordanian military sector, the emergency actions which Jordan has taken like in Ma’an domestic military operation in 2002 can be highlighted\(^\text{287}\). Moreover, researcher’s own interviews with Jordanians may also support this securitization because 6 interviewees, clearly perceive terrorism
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as an existential threat for Jordan, and they support emergency actions by the country.288

4.3.4. Securitization of Al-Qaeda and DAESH

This section specifically and briefly shows the securitization of Al-Qaeda and DAESH which are frightening terrorist groups not only for Jordan but for the whole world. From 2001 to today, Al-Qaeda and DAESH have had an impact on people throughout the world and both targeted the non-Muslim communities and states, and had a claim on erasing moderate Islamic entities and countries.289 Within these moderate states, Jordan is in the forefront, and is directly exposed to the threat of terrorism.290 For this reason, Jordan securitized both Al-Qaeda and DAESH immediately and has taken emergency actions on the basis of the military security.

In the case of Al-Qaeda, Jordan did securitization after 9/11 in the US, terrorist attacks in 2002 targeting foreign diplomats in Jordan, and in 2005, attacks on 3 hotels in Jordan resulted 57 death, 115 injured citizens in which Al-Qaeda claimed responsibility.291 In 2005, King Abdullah II stated that “let it be clear to everyone that we will pursue these terrorists and those who aide them. We will reach them wherever they are, pull them from their liars and submit them to justice”, and he continues, “Jordan does not bow coercion…. Our confidence in the security services and their ability to protect the security of this country and its stability remains unwavering”.292 What he meant by security services is Jordanian General Intelligence Department
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(GID) that prevented a bomb attack of Al-Qaeda in 2004.\textsuperscript{293} In this securitization process, GID is considered as in facilitating conditions within the process of emergency actions.

The threat of DAESH (ISIS/ISIL/IS) which is the latest terrorist group in connection with Al-Qaeda from 2006\textsuperscript{294} regarding its roots, is the biggest existential threat on Jordanian terrorism agenda. Just after the burning of Jordanian pilot Moaz al-Kasasbeh alive by DAESH in 2015, King Abdullah II securitized DAESH by promising of fighting back against DAESH and said that “death of a Jordanian pilot at the militants’ hand will not be in vain”, and followingly the government spokesman Mohamed al-Momani underlines Jordanian membership of the US-led coalition and states “undermine, degrade and eventually finish [Islamic State] ….. This evil can and should be defeated… Jordan was more determined than ever to fight the militant group”.\textsuperscript{295}

The US-led coalition membership indicates that Jordan has taken an action with foreign allies against war on terrorism, and it does not hesitate to fight as Jordan alone against DAESH as well. On this evaluation, researcher’s interviews also support Jordanian securitization of DAESH that the Interviewee 3 states that “terrorism, DAESH affects security, sustainability in the Middle East”\textsuperscript{296} and Interviewee 4 strongly emphasizes “the biggest problem of it is the ideology of DAESH. Even if we defeat them militarily in Syria and Iraq, they will have sympathizers.”\textsuperscript{297} Therefore, they are as members of audiences in this securitization process (because interviewees...
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are Jordanians), both accepted DAESH as a security threat and one of them also emphasizes Jordanian military power to defeat DAESH within the borders of Jordan.

Regarding the general evaluation of the military securitization of terrorism including Al-Qaeda and DAESH, existential threats are Salafist jihadi terrorist groups including Al-Qaeda and DAESH. Referent objects on the other hand, can be classified as Jordanian sovereignty, Hashemite monarchy (regime), and the whole world.

4.4. The Nature of Threats and Vulnerabilities in Military Security of Jordan

On the basis of the three mentioned cases in Jordanian securitization- i.e. Israel, PLO, Terrorism- the threats and vulnerabilities are considered as effective conditions that ease the completing of the securitization process. At the beginning of comprehension of threats and vulnerabilities, it should be kept in sight that securitization is defined as an intersubjective process which the alleged threats and security issues are socially constructed and while some conditions make to build these threat perceptions easy and some of them complicate.298 Threats and vulnerabilities in military security has been considered as primacy that directly challenges national security and affects other sectors such as economy, politics, society, and so on.299

Taking into consideration of military sector, military capabilities and amity& enmity degree of states determine the direction of de/securitization process.300 These can be classified as facilitating conditions of securitization in military sector. In terms of state’s military capabilities, both Jordanian and its neighbors’ capability have shaped their securitization and desecuritization decisions. Securitization of Israel firstly shows that Arabs, and specifically Jordan until 1967, had a belief of superiority of their military capabilities (material and human power) over Israel, that is why, they had
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easily securitized Israel in military means. The Arab Legion (Jordanian military forces) proved the strength of capabilities until 1948 War even to the beginning of 1967 ‘Six Days War’.  

However, after 1967 War, Jordan started to desecuritize Israel because it had realized that the military strength of Israel should not be underestimated and desecuritization would be good for Jordan’s security and survival rather than securitization. In the securitization case of terrorism, the role of military capabilities, the US-led coalition membership for war on terrorism and Jordanian Intelligence Department (GID) has made easy for Jordan to clearly securitize Salafi jihadis such as Al-Qaeda and DAESH.

Examining Jordan’s military capabilities apart from these cases, the Jordanian Armed Forces (JAF) was designed to defend border security and to provide an armored response to diverse security threats of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. Jordan’s defense budget was 1.16bn (JOD), its Foreign Military Aid (FMA) was 350m (US$) in 2018. Jordan has a close relations with the US army and it is the major non-NATO ally of the US, and Jordanian military personnel are very well trained (86,000 army personnel), they also give training their allied countries specifically in the Middle East region. King Abdullah Design and Development Bureau (KADDB) also is accepted as Jordanian state-owned, national defense industry venture although it had very little export rate until 2018.
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Apart from the JAF, Jordanian Intelligence Directorate (GID)/Mukhabarat works for Jordan’s security, stability and safety since 1964.\(^\text{309}\) It has the responsibility of arranging operations of ‘domestic and international intelligence’.\(^\text{310}\) When researcher asked interviewees about the most important security unit of Jordan, the most popular answer is Mukhabarat/GID and in Interview 1\(^\text{311}\) and 16, interviewees state that Jordan’s Mukhabarat is the most powerful intelligence agency in the region and the Interviewee 16 also states that this experience stems from Jordan’s cooperation with powerful states.\(^\text{312}\) In Interview 19, interviewee also points that Mukhabarat provides Jordanian security and safety by preventing organized attacks in many places both inside and outside Jordan.\(^\text{313}\) To this respect, Jordan has given importance to its military strength despite its limited resources and man power, and this shows that considering the regions instability, Jordan tries to preserve its stability and security regarding its existing and potential military threats. As a result, GID and JAF may be included as the facilitating conditions in the military securitization of Jordan.

For Buzan et al., apart from military capability, geography, history and politics also have a crucial role in generating and preserving de/securitization process in the military sector.\(^\text{314}\) On geography, Jordan is an appropriate example of its openness to direct threats from its neighbors because almost all of its neighbors (are in chaos) pose security threat to Jordan. In both securitization and desecuritization of Israel, between two countries, there is no physical barriers such as mountains, open water, and thus, Jordan needed to securitize and then desecuritize Israel. In addition to Israel, securitization of terrorism is also much related to Buzan et al.’s geographical
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understanding because of Syria’s civil war and Iraqi conflicts\(^\text{315}\), extremism and then terrorism have appeared on these lands and have expanded throughout the region. This situation has threatened the region directly, including Jordan.

History is also the suitable condition that affects the establishment of de/securitization process against military threats and hence, historical enmity or wars directly shapes the perceptions of parties towards each other.\(^\text{316}\) The military securitization and then desecuritization of Israel is an illustration for Jordan considering their disputes over Palestinians and Israeli occupation on Palestine. Lastly, the impact of political conditions on military securitization is considered as recognition of the parties or actors on the basis of their ideologies.\(^\text{317}\) The securitization of PLO is discussed in relation to the political factors because PLO had not recognized the Hashemite monarchy and its ideology\(^\text{318}\) and King Hussein perceived PLO’s stance as an existential threat to his regime accordingly.

4.4.1. Regionalizing Dynamics in the Military Securitization

By the end of the Cold War, existing security perceptions went through changes from global-level to the regional and local levels.\(^\text{319}\) Third World including the Middle East has been affected from this new world order in terms of military security.\(^\text{320}\) Thus, the regional security dynamics have become more apparent especially in the Middle East, that is, the region as one unit is interconnected with each other and one conflict can easily be transformed to a regional conflict.\(^\text{321}\) From bipolar to multipolar world order, regional logic of security has become the most significant concern for military
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de/securitization that gives more freedom to countries to establish securitization or desecuritization by themselves.\textsuperscript{322}

For Jordan, after the Cold-War, desecuritization of Israel was officially done in terms of having stability and security with its neighbor within the region. Buzan et al.’s cooperative security/ desecuritization\textsuperscript{323} is compatible with Jordan’s move on Israel because this desecuritization further relieved the economic and political security of two parties apart from military security. In addition to that, securitization of terrorism can also be analyzed under the regionalizing dynamics of the Middle East because Syrian and Iraqi instability create the regional threat and the rise of extremism and terrorism influences both internal and external security of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.

4.5. Conclusion

As a conclusion, when Jordan has been accepted as a buffer zone in the Middle East regarding its neighbors’ instability, it can be asserted that military securitization of Jordan is not inevitable from the very beginning of the establishment. When looking through the internal and external military threats under securitization by Jordan, PLO and terrorism (Al-Qaeda and DAESH) can be classified as internal threats and Israel is regarded as an external threat to Jordanian security. These are also named as existential threats in military securitization process. Moreover, desecuritization of Israel and PLO demonstrate that Jordanian threat perception had changed over these securitized threats and thus, Jordan has moved them into the domain of normal politics.

Analyzing Jordanian military securitization in detail, Israel had firstly been securitized from 1948 to the end of 1967 War and in this securitization case, referent objects were Palestine (is Jordan), Jordanian state, and Arab nation. Functional actor was Jordanian Arab Army (JAA). At the same time emergency actions had been taken by JAA. After
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the 1967 War’s devastating result, Jordan changed its position one step a time over Israel and in 1994, Israeli-Jordanian Peace Treaty was signed. This treaty officially shows Jordan’s military desecuritization of Israel and it has comprised of ending war and promoting cooperation between two parties. In this desecuritization move, it can be alleged that the security perception of Jordan on the issue of Israel had changed and the desecuritization of Israel is the better option for preserving Jordan’s military security and stability in the region. Thus, in comparison to securitization of Israel, within the changing conditions, its desecuritization gives more assurance of maintaining security of Jordan and moving continuing disputes regarding Israeli issue to the domain of politics, and Jordanian diplomacy can be considered as ensuring Jordanian military security against its neighbor, Israel.

In respect to securitization of PLO/fedayeen in the 1960s and early 1970s, the referent objects were Jordanian sovereignty and Hashemite monarchy (regime), and the functional actors were Jordanian Army (including officials) and Air Force which can be also considered as facilitating conditions on securitization of PLO. While analyzing the emergency actions in this case, Jordanian military campaign against PLO and defeat on September 1970-July 1971 (‘Black September’ for Palestinians) are the most apparent moves that Jordan took for their security. Going further one more step in this case, just after guaranteeing Jordanian sovereignty and regime security, King Hussein desecuritized the PLO from 1974 and the official desecuritization of PLO by King Hussein was done in 1985 Arab Summit (Fez) by recognizing PLO as a legitimate organization which represents Palestinians.

In the last case of Jordanian securitization in military sector is terrorism (Salafist jihadi extremism). Existential threats can be regarded as Salafist jihadi groups specifically Al-Qaeda and DAESH and referent objects are the sovereignty of Jordan and Hashemite monarchy (regime). Here, the audience is not just Jordanians but the world as well, and emergency actions are considered as arresting suspicious Salafists, Ma’an military operation in 2002 and gathering intelligence and preventing some terrorist
attacks by GID. While these emergency actions are taken, Jordan has collaborated with other states including inside and outside the region, and lastly, the facilitating conditions of Jordanian securitization of terrorism can be perceived as GID and JAF.

Taking into consideration of these three cases, the threats and vulnerabilities that Jordan has faced, have pushed Jordan to generate its military securitization. From this point, military capabilities- as it was mentioned on JAF and GID, geography- is prioritized as the cases of Israel, Terrorism, and history- as taken by the Israeli issue from 1948, have a crucial role in shaping the military de/securitization by the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. Lastly, the regional dynamics (is still dominant in the military sector) of the Middle East and the Levant (as sub-region) after the Cold War, pave the way for establishing securitization and desecuritization by Jordan more freely with an eye towards regional threats primarily. As a result, Jordan has securitized more than one threat in order to preserve its security and stability both in the time of King Hussein and his son King Abdullah II, and while the case of Israel and the PLO have afterwards been desecuritized, securitization of terrorism lasts till today.
CHAPTER 5

POLITICAL SECURITY OF HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN

5.1. Introduction

This chapter primarily focuses on the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan’s political security under the Copenhagen School securitization theory. Taking into consideration of Jordan’s stance against its domestic and foreign challenges after the end of Cold-War, Jordan had done little changes in its strategy by coping with these burdens more politically rather than militarily. That is why, even if military security of Jordan preserves its necessity in some situations, political sector has become more of an issue in analysis of the Jordanian security. The main aim of this chapter is to indicate a securitized threat that is politically defined against Jordan and consequently, is to analyze this securitization process under the political sector in a deeper sense. In this way, chapter starts with examining Buzan et al.'s political sector in general and then continues with an understanding of threats that are securitized by Jordan and Jordan’s securitization process. While Jordan securitizes an existential threat- Israel- for Jordan’s security and stability, mentioning the nature of threats and vulnerabilities and regionalizing dynamics give more clear view of Jordanian security under the umbrella of the political sector. Unlike previous chapter, this chapter only focuses on King Abdullah II’s era including today and examines the much-known security threats since the beginning of 2000s in Jordanian politics.
5.2. Jordanian Securitization in Political Sector

Political sector in the Copenhagen School securitization theory mainly concentrates on threats which are nonmilitary to state’s national sovereignty.\(^{324}\) This sector is supposed as the widest sector within Buzan et al.’s five sectors and it can be seen that security issues have political meaning and facing all threats and then responses are politically shaped and defined.\(^{325}\) Political sector is separated off from other sectors by composing political threats which are not applying the means of other four sectors such as economic, military, environmental, and so on.\(^{326}\) This widest scope of this sector for Buzan et al., poses a problem and is less coherent than other four sectors.\(^{327}\)

When comprehending this sector deeply, it should be focused on two levels of analysis that are internal and external threats to states. While internal political threats are about ‘legitimacy’ of state’s political unit\(^{328}\) which is the political struggle on state’s ideology such as authoritarianism, secularism, Islamism, or pan-Arabism, and so on,\(^{329}\) external threats are on the ‘recognition’ of the state in regard of state’s external legitimacy and its organizational stability within the region.\(^{330}\) In other words, the internal threats of political security is classified as the threat to state’s regime and the external one is the threat to “the recognition of state as a state”.\(^{332}\)

Jordanian security and stability regarding political sector are threatened both internally and externally from the very beginning of its establishment. Within the scope of
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internal threats to Jordanian political security are briefly understood that are against state’s regime, in a sense, the Hashemite monarchy. Some threats (can be very influential on public opinion) against Jordan’s regime and ruling elite (royal family) is considered as an existential threat for state’s security and accordingly, securitization move can start.

On the other hand, external threats targeting the Jordanian security in political sector can be analyzed on the basis of Jordan’s external recognition specifically in the Middle East. It is surely beyond doubt that Jordan is recognized as a state externally, however, its securitization case on Israel in political sector demonstrates the recognition (“denial of sovereign equality”\textsuperscript{333}) of Jordan under the threat of its existence. This is all to say, Jordanian assertion specifically of its custodianship (over the holy sites of Islam and Christianity\textsuperscript{334}) on Jerusalem and Israel’s respond can be assumed as a threat to Jordanian internal and external recognition in political sector, thus, King Abdullah II securitizes Israel regarding the concern on Palestinian issue consequently.

5.2.1. Referent Objects and Securitizing Actors

At the beginning of the securitization move in political sector, firstly, the threat should be determined and analyzing the referent objects comes then. In the general sense, the major referent object is the ‘territorial state’ and in some cases, various statelike or state-paralleling political organizations are accepted as unit-level referent objects and these are at first, quasi-superstates like European Union (EU), secondly, stateless-societal groups (self-organized) such as tribes, minorities, and lastly, transnational movements like Muslims, the Catholic Church.\textsuperscript{335} In the case of Jordan, the referent objects in securitization of Israel (as an existential threat) sets the pace of unit-level referent objects- stateless-societal groups and again the sovereignty of state. In other
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words, Israel existentially threatens, existence of Palestinians on their territories, and thus, the Arab identity of Jerusalem, that means, the external legitimacy of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is under threat because of its unrecognized duty of custodianship on holy sites of Islam and Christianity within Jerusalem. In addition to external threats, within the case of Israel, internal threats are targeting the Hashemite royal family, the regime because of Palestinian struggle in Jordan (Palestinian population is very high in Jordan).

The securitizing actors in the securitization process of political sector are the authoritative leaders that define existential threats to their state by speech acts. In addition to the authoritative leaders, in weak states (extensive challenging ideologies and basic institutions), the government is usually defined as securitizing actor as a legitimate voice of the state when the government, itself is existentially threatened. Considering Jordan as a Third World state in the Middle East region, it can also be identified as a weak state in terms of its challenging ideology and institutions. From this point of view, regarding Jordan’s securitization move on Israel, the securitizing actor is King Abdullah II that are strongly describing existential threats against Jordanian state, sovereignty, nation, Hashemite monarchy and the royal family.

5.2.2. Functional Actors

The actors who have an impact on securitization process apart from securitizing actors are defined as the functional actors. In Jordanian political security, functional actors have also influence on securitization dynamics in each case. The functional actors are the government officials that express their position on supporting the King Abdullah II’s stances on the security of Jordan and Palestinians.

---
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Table 2: Illustration of Referent Objects, Securitizing Actors, and Functional Actors in the Political Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Referent Objects</th>
<th>Securitizing Actors</th>
<th>Functional Actors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State sovereignty and nation</td>
<td>King Abdullah II</td>
<td>Government officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab Identity of Jerusalem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestinians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regime (Hashemite monarchy &amp; royal family)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s own Assessment of the Literature

5.3. The Analysis of Jordanian Securitization in the Political Sector

The analysis of Jordanian political securitization comprises of one distinct case that shows Jordanian stance on both internal and external threats and actions in order for preserving its political security and stability. This part, therefore, consists of securitization of Israel from the time of King Abdullah II including today. Securitization of Israel is about the external security and partially internal security of Jordan in political sector. This clearly demonstrates the current security problems that Jordan faces and immediately prevents and controls this security threats for its internal legitimacy and external recognition- power within the Middle East. During the analysis of these mentioned securitization case, King Abdullah II and his government’s speeches about these threats are taken as the basis and these securitization cases are evaluated in terms of their significance to Jordanian political security.
5.3.1. Securitization of Israel

The threat perception concerning Israel by the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan has existed from the very beginning of their establishment in 1947-8. Until 1994 Israeli-Jordanian Peace Treaty, the threat of Israel had been evaluated as in military security issue and that is why, King Hussein securitized Israel- as an existential threat to Jordan in military sector. However, after the Peace Treaty, despite the disputes between two parties have lasted, the threat of Israel had been moved from military (by desecuritization) to political security agenda in the late 1990s. The question ‘on what grounds has Israel been perceived as an existential threat to Jordanian political security?’ is necessary for this thesis in order to comprehend the position of Israel in Jordanian political security.

Going back to the time of Sharif Hussein in 1924, the special position of Hashemites over Holy sites in Jerusalem began with the proposal of Jerusalemites to Sharif Hussein for restoring Al-Aqsa Mosque and from this point, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan under the rule of King Abdullah I, King Hussein and now, King Abdullah II has identified their duty to protect Jerusalemite Christians and Muslims including their holy churches and mosques in Jerusalem.339 This description of Hashemite duty (on protection of these lands and people) has been named as Hashemite Custodianship over the holy city of Jerusalem and Jordan emphasizes its custodianship on behalf of Islamic nations and Arabs, will continue till the Palestinians gain their independent state and their legitimate rights on these territories.340 Regarding the allegation of Hashemite custodianship, this obligation has been amplified by Jordanian law which


the Islamic *Awqaf* has a power on managing and protecting the holy city (Jerusalem) and hence, Palestinians officially recognize the Hashemite Custodianship in 2013.\textsuperscript{341}

Furthermore, after 1967 War, withdrawal of Jordan from East Jerusalem and the West Bank, Jordan has maintained their claim of sovereignty over these territories.\textsuperscript{342} To this respect, when regarding King Abdullah II’s speeches on behalf of Palestinians and Jerusalemites, he accordingly assumes that Israel has violated the right of Jordan on the holy Al-Aqsa by its occupation on East Jerusalem and even Palestinian territories, hence, for him, this situation is breach of international law and peace agreement between two parties.\textsuperscript{343} In 1994 Peace Treaty, although Israel approves special role of Jordan on Jerusalem, it has never recognized the Hashemite custodianship and for Israel, this special role is not referring to custodianship of East Jerusalem.\textsuperscript{344}

From this point, securitization of Israel by Jordan begins and lasts until today. The former key adviser of King Hussein and King Abdullah II, Adnan Abu Odeh describes the current situation between Jordan and Israel by saying that “Israel has never treated either Jordanians or the Palestinians in a similar way” and “This is the top of the naivete of the Arabs”.\textsuperscript{345} King Abdullah II states that,

> Jordan - within the Hashemite custodianship over Muslim and Christian Holy sites in Jerusalem - will continue to stand firm against Israel’s unilateral policies and measures and will work to end repeated violations of Al Aqsa Mosque’s sanctity and attacks against worshipers.\textsuperscript{346}
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He also expresses his precision on his duty of custodianship by saying, “I will never change my position toward Jerusalem in my life”. By supporting King Abdullah II’s securitization move, former Jordanian Prime Minister Taher Al Masri states the threat of transformation of Muslim-Arab Jerusalem to Judaize the city and he has a concern on Al Aqsa mosque to become gradually Jewish temple. He, therefore, insisted that “Amman will take strong diplomatic steps against Israel.” and accordingly King Abdullah II states that “Any more provocations in Jerusalem will affect the relationship between Jordan and Israel, and Jordan will have no choice but to take action”. Lastly, King Abdullah II shows his stance on the Israeli threat against Arab identity of Jerusalem and Arab Jerusalemites, and his highlights insistence on defending the rights of Palestinian people.

In addition to the Hashemite custodianship, King Abdullah II also securitizes Israel because of its violence against Palestinians; “we have been working diligently to end the Israeli offensive…Palestine remains our central cause, and this is our historical and national duty towards our brothers.” Moreover, he stresses the Israeli occupation that “the Palestinian-Israeli conflict is the longest-lived in the region, and so ensuing injustice continues” and

Over the years of the Arab-Israeli conflict, and even in years following Jordan’s peace treaty with Israel, Jordan has been committed to positions and policies supportive of the Palestinian people and their

349 Ibid.
351 King Abdullah II, Interview by Jumana Ghneimet.
continued existence on their lands in freedom and dignity and the right to establish their independent state.\(^{352}\)

While Jordan feels responsible for the rights of Palestinians against Israeli occupation, the decision of moving the US Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem and the US recognition of Israel’s capital as Jerusalem\(^ {353}\) in 2017 has exacerbated the Jordanian apprehension of Israeli threat to its security. For this reason, Jordanian Minister of state for Media Affairs Mohammad Momani (Government Spokesperson as well) warns the US that moving US Embassy to Jerusalem would be a “red line for Jordan”\(^ {354}\) and he continued by saying “it will have catastrophic implications on several levels, including the regional situation”, “it will definitely affect the bilateral relationship between countries in the region, including Jordan, and the parties that will be related to such a decision”.\(^ {355}\) In this case, Jordan has perceived Israel as a threat of its recognition and sovereignty over the Jerusalem and has securitized both because of its existence and the right of Palestinians.

The securitization move of Jordan against Israel has an aim of gaining recognition and the Jordanian presence in Jerusalem (the Hashemite Custodianship) and over Palestinians. Even if this recognition does not perfectly fit in the definition of Buzan et al., it can be understood with the uniqueness of Jordan’s regional dynamics. Moreover, in this securitization process, Jordan also perceives Israel as an existential threat in accordance with its of security and legitimacy internally because Jordan has a considerable Palestinian population and very long borderline with Israel.

Considering all of these in analyzing the securitization move, referent objects are sovereignty of Jordan, Arab and Muslim identity of Jerusalem, presence of

\(^{352}\) King Abdullah II, *Interview with Ghassan Sharbel*.


Palestinians in their own territories and then, securitizing actor is King Abdullah II. In this move, functional actors can also be the Jordanian government officials that they support their King by their statements in this securitization process.

Finally, it can be seen that Jordan has taken emergency actions against Israel such as recalling its ambassador to Israel temporarily in October 2019 because of the Israeli detention of two Jordanians without any trial. In parallel to this, because of Jordanian disappointment of the peace with Israel, in 2019, King Abdullah II reclaimed the Jordanian border lands (Baqura and Al Ghamr) which Israel had a permission to access and use under the Peace Treaty with Jordan in 1994. This moves are accepted as an emergency condition that King Abdullah II has taken against Israel and he states Jordanian position of “full sovereignty over every inch of those lands”. Nevertheless, it is hard to say either this securitizing move is successful or not because this issue still preserves itself as a ‘hot topic’ on Jordanian security agenda and thus, taking crucial steps may worsen the security dynamics between Jordan and Israel.

5.4. The Nature of Threats and Vulnerabilities in Political Security of Jordan

The securitization process makes benefit of state’s vulnerabilities that ease to start the securitization move and to complete it. In the political sector, threats are generally in the form of challenging the legitimacy of the state and its denial of recognition. These threats mainly target to challenge sovereignty of the state, that is, the survival
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of the state and if state’s domestic legitimacy is weakened, the tendency of making securitization rises considerably. 360

Considering securitization of Israel, Jordan’s threat perception on Israel is not new and the security issue in political sector has gained importance after the Cold-War. Within this scope, Jordan defines Israel as an existential threat to its recognition (Buzan et al.’s denial of sovereign equality361) and Jordan perceives Israel as a challenge to preserve the rights of Palestinians, and its duty of custodianship over East Jerusalem. These threats are not limited to mentioned cases, moving the US Embassy of Israel to Jerusalem in 2017 and US President Donald Trump’s ‘Deal of the Century’ poses great threat to sovereignty and recognition in both internal and regional security of Jordan. Even if The Deal of the Century has not been officially announced yet, it is considered as a plan for solving Israeli-Palestinian conflict and Jordan comprehends that rather than its proposal of two-state solution (a Palestinian state with capital city of East Jerusalem), this plan aims to weaken Palestinian situation and strengthen the Israeli position in the region.362 For Jordan, if this scenario comes true, Jordanian stability and security will be affected directly (in terms of its borders and Palestinian population internally) and the former Prime Minister Taher Masri describes this situation as “a grave threat to Jordan”. 363

The threat of Israel regarding mentioned cases naturally eases Jordan to securitize Israel directly within the political sector. Researcher’s interviews also support this argument, Interviewee 7, 11, 12 agree the biggest security threat is Israel and without finding a solution on Israeli-Palestinian conflict, both Jordanian and the regional

361 Ibid., 151.
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stability cannot be preserved. Furthermore, interviewee 1 asserts that despite the peace treaty between Israel and Jordan, dispute has continued over decades because the Palestinian issue is an existential vulnerability of Jordan and interviewee 2 perceives Israeli-Palestinian conflict as a political vulnerability of Jordanian security and he urges the threat of rising Jewism of Jerusalem that may be further vulnerable point for Jordanian security as well. In parallel to these interviews, interviewee 3 finally highlights the threat of Israeli occupation on Palestinian territories. It is also identified as a challenge for Jordanian security. As a result, given threats and vulnerabilities to political security of Jordan legitimize its securitization process and ease to take emergency steps for preserving its security and stability.

5.4.1. Regionalizing Dynamics in the Political Securitization

The regional dynamics of the political sector is not much obvious as in military sector. Threats and security issues are shaped firstly as in bilateral level and then, is transformed to the regional level. In the case of Israel, Jordan’s securitization in political sector begins with bilateral- between Palestinians (Jordan) and Israelis, however, it becomes the regional and even global security issue. The US involvement in this conflict via the moving US Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem and its plan of ‘the Deal of the Century’, and moreover, Jordan’s regional allies within the region such as Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates’ stance against Jordanian position have threatened Jordan’s political and economic security and stability. On political stance, Jordan has been in dilemma to preserve its legitimacy over Palestinian issue

---
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both internally and externally and it has faced the threat of losing its allies in both regional and global levels. In economic sense, Jordanian economy hinges upon the foreign aid that come from its strong allies such as the US, Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States, thus, Jordan again is in dilemma on where it should posit in order to preserve its fragile security in the region. Finally, the pressure of Jordan’s global and regional allies- Egypt, Saudi Arabia, the Emirates- to Jordan to recognize Israeli’s capital state as Jerusalem poses a great political security threat (means of abandoning Hashemite Custodianship and rising criticism from its own Jordanian-Palestinian population) for Jordan that may cause isolation of Jordan in the Middle East and loss of its internal and regional legitimacy consequently.

5.5. Conclusion

In conclusion, Jordanian security analysis in the political sector shows that changing the political environment after the Cold-War in the world had affected Jordan’s position on its security strategy. Rather than the dominance of military security agenda, Jordan’s political security has gained importance from 1990s to today. Therefore, this chapter starts with comprehending the existential threats and the analysis of Jordanian securitization in political sector including the examination of the nature of threats and vulnerabilities, and evaluating the regionalizing dynamics that ease Jordan to proceed its securitization moves for its security and stability. Regarding Jordan’s securitization in political sector, there is one case; securitization of Israel till now, and this case is under the era of King Abdullah II. That means, this chapter follows the very current security issues of Jordanian politics.

Taking into consideration of two pillar security analysis of political sector which are internal and external, Jordan follows them in its securitization move while Israel externally (to some extend internally) threatens the recognition of Jordanian
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legitimacy. In this way, Israel as an existential threat for the sovereignty and recognition of Jordan over Jerusalem (its custodianship) and Palestinian issue, the referent objects are sovereignty of Jordan, Hashemite Monarchy and royal family because of Palestinian existence in their territories, Arab and Muslim identity of Jerusalem, and the securitizing actor is King Abdullah II. In this case, functional actors consist of the government officials of Jordan and emergency actions are Jordanian recalling its Ambassador to Israel in 2019 and reclaiming border lands, Baqura and Al Ghamr in 2019 for the first time after the peace with Israel in 1994. This case demonstrates that taking the emergency actions proves the success of completing securitization moves by Jordan, however, the securitization of Israel still in question because it lasts till today, and Jordan has faced new kind of threat from Israel as days pass. Hence, it is difficult to assert the complete success of Jordan’s securitization of Israel today in political sector.

The nature of threats and vulnerabilities as a condition that concentrate Jordan to take precautions for its security and stability in political sector. Regarding the threat of Israel, securitization move starts however, Israeli issue is more complicated because the threat of Israel has been confronted in a different way in Jordan, that is, Israeli threat renews itself in diverse forms such as US decision of moving its embassy of Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem and recognizing Israel’s capital as Jerusalem, and US& Israel plan on “the Deal of the Century” pose an unpredictable existential threat to Jordan both internally and externally. As a result, Jordan is more prone to securitize Israel in political sector. Additionally, the regionalizing dynamics of Jordan have a crucial effect on shaping Jordan’s securitization. In the securitization of Israel, Jordan’s both regional and global allies stand in the opposite direction of Jordan (that means their position on Israeli side) and they force Jordan to change its stance toward Israel. This causes a huge dilemma for Jordan in terms of its political and economic conditions with its internal and external challenges on the same issue.
Last but not the least, the reason why Jordan needs securitization in political sector is primarily its internal concern of regime legitimacy because of its weak institutions and governing system, that is why, the high portion of Palestinian population poses threat for Jordan’s regime and ruling family and thus, Jordan tries to limit and prevent this condition. On the other hand, Jordan needs securitization because of its open wound, the existence of Israel, despite the external pressures to Jordan from its allies, the Jordanian history (Hashemite Custodianship) and its demographic structure (Palestinian origin population comprise nearly the half of the Jordanian total population) also drives Jordan to posit as a defender of Palestinians and their occupied territories. As a conclusion, the political security of Jordan can be regarded as relatively fragile and this situation encourages Jordan to securitize its threats in order to preserve internal and external security and stability.
CHAPTER 6

ECONOMIC SECURITY OF HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN

6.1. Introduction

This chapter is about the economic security of Jordan and aims to analyze how Jordan reacts in facing its heavy economic crisis since 2008\(^{373}\). When looking at Jordanian current security challenges, it can be noticed that the most of the concerns on security is about economic problems. From this perspective, this chapter firstly examines the economic security under the Copenhagen School securitization theory and then it evaluates the current economic position of Jordan. Following the general view, chapter continues with determining the economic threats and the analysis of the securitization by Jordan in terms of economic sector. The nature of threats and vulnerabilities including regionalizing dynamics are also mentioned in this chapter in order to comprehend Jordan’s economic security, stability and its securitization cases better. Hence, chapter contains two cases which are securitization of Syrian refugees and securitization of corruption, on the economic security of Jordan. Chapter focuses on the reign of King Abdullah II and aforementioned cases have crucial significance in the agenda of Jordanian economic security.

6.2. Jordanian Securitization in Economic Sector

Economic security is defined as a very controversial and politicized concept since identification of the economic threats is highly difficult.\(^{374}\) Briefly, economic security


is about “access to the resources, finance and markets necessary to sustain acceptable levels of welfare and state power”\textsuperscript{375} and it can work with political and military spheres in regard of the national security issues\textsuperscript{376}. In this sector, the central focus is changing based on the actors (having mercantilist/neo-mercantilist, liberal, socialist view), for example, while mercantilists/neo-mercantilists prioritize politics, liberals perceive economy as the first, and these actors define economic security in a different way.\textsuperscript{377}

In the securitization analysis, various cases and states prove that economic security can go in different directions and therefore, the object of securitization can show an alteration by securitizing discourse and the referent objects in economic sector, and referent objects are classified into three levels; unit level, subsystem level, and system level.\textsuperscript{378} Regarding these all three levels, referent object can be sometimes individuals, classes, firms, states or international economy-Liberal International Economic Order (LIEO).\textsuperscript{379} Thesis mainly focuses on the unit level referent object, that is state (focused as the main referent object with LIEO)\textsuperscript{380} and this means any threat on national economy and welfare of its society can be securitized in this analysis.

Considering the economic security of Jordan, its current economic situation it should firstly be understood. Jordanian economy is small, resource limited, service sector based (not industrial)\textsuperscript{381} and dependent foreign aid from West (especially US) and the Gulf countries within the region\textsuperscript{382}. Its economy mostly hinges upon the tourism, export of phosphates and potash, and agriculture (very limited again because of the
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limited water resources. Especially after the global economic crisis in 2008, Jordanian economy was affected badly, and it has faced serious economic problems such as high level of unemployment, poverty, and budget deficit. These problems have been deteriorated by the overpopulation (influx of Syrian refugees specifically) and corruption problem that directly threaten the welfare of the national economy of Jordan, welfare of its society. From this point of view, this chapter focuses on analyzing two cases of securitization regarding Jordanian economic security and the first one is the securitization of Syrian refugees, and the second case is the securitization of corruption in Jordan.

6.2.1. Referent Objects and Securitizing Actors

In economic sector, referent objects are rich in sources and it is ranging from individuals to states, from classes to the system of global market, and at the unit level, the state is the most significant referent object in economic security. Regarding the state as a referent object, the state interests and its national economy have a primary right to claim of survival such as in the existence of threat which can be a national bankruptcy or being not able to meet its population needs or the worst-case scenario, war. In the case of Syrian refugees, the referent object is the national economy of Jordan which is directly threatened by the influx of refugees from Syria, and Jordanian state cannot maintain its economic stability in the face the threat of overpopulation especially after the beginning of Syrian civil war in 2011 to today. The securitization of corruption case has also the same referent object- Jordanian national economy because the presence of corruption at a high level in Jordan deteriorates the current
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economic problems and it is agreed that corruption is an existential threat to the survival of strong national economy of Jordan.

Analyzing the securitizing actors, they can also be at all levels in economic sector, and state representatives are the main securitizing actors in economic securitization.\textsuperscript{389} From this point, both in the case on the securitization of Syrian refugees and corruption in Jordan, securitizing actor is King Abdullah II and he directly securitizes these two threats as an existential threat to Jordanian national economy. Apart from the King, his son crown prince Al Hussein bin Abdullah II and his government officials are also classified as functional actors who have a direct impact on the securitization process but they are not the initiators of this securitization moves. That is why, while King Abdullah II is a securitizing actor both in the issue of Syrian refugees and corruption, the crown prince and government officials of Jordan are identified as functional actors who have a strong support to the securitizing actor and crucial impact on the securitization process.

Table 3: Illustration of Referent Objects, Securitizing Actors, and Functional Actors in the Economic Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Referent Objects</th>
<th>Securitizing Actors</th>
<th>Functional Actors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The welfare national economy of Jordan</td>
<td>King Abdullah II</td>
<td>Crown Prince Al Hussein bin Abdullah II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Government officials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s own Assessment of the Literature
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6.3. The Analysis of Jordanian Securitization in the Economic Sector

Securitization analysis in economic sector based upon the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, primarily follows two cases which are securitized by King Abdullah II in the current economic circumstances of Jordan. These cases are firstly the securitization of influx of Syrian refugees and the high rates of corruption in Jordanian economic security. While King Abdullah II securitizes these threats by his given speeches and statements, his son Crown Prince Al Hussein bin Abdullah II and his government also supports him in this process and takes more attention on the severity of these threats. On this analysis, this part also shows the significance of these securitization cases on the economic security and stability of Jordan and it analyzes the process of these cases form the beginning to the end, and their success by referencing to the emergency actions against these threats.

6.3.1. Securitization of Syrian Refugees

Influx of Syrian refugees since the beginning of Syrian civil war in 2011 to the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan has deteriorated the existing economic problems (especially after 2008 Global Economic Crisis) of Jordan. Syrian refugees are not just outrunning from the fear of death, they are also taking refuge in Jordan for their future (stable and secure life in all sectors), however, including unemployment, extensive inequality and corruption in Jordanian economy, and Jordanians suffer from these realities, Syrian refugee influx has worsened these economic vulnerabilities in Jordan. Looking back to the refugee flow from Syria to Jordan from 2011 in general, the crisis of refugees has broken out from the early months in 2012, and from 2018’s data on the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR), there are approximately 670,000 registered Syrians living in Jordan and the estimated total number of Syrian refugees

in Jordan are 1.265 million in 2015.\textsuperscript{392} Regarding these data on the influx of Syrian refugees, Jordanian population growth between 2012 and 2016 is 32 per cent.\textsuperscript{393} This can be counted as a heavy burden on Jordan especially in the economic sector, and thus, Syrian refugees represent an existential threat to Jordanian economy.

Syrian civil war by itself and unstable situation of Iraq have affected Jordan by collapsing its trade route (now only the Aqaba port city has served as Jordanian trade route), and this burden has deeply impacted the national economy of Jordan.\textsuperscript{394} Under these circumstances, Jordan as a main host country has a high number of Syrian refugees, reaching the alarming number- nearly 1.2 million\textsuperscript{395} and the international financial assistance cannot meet the needs of its people, it is not enough for economic recovery\textsuperscript{396} drive Jordan to do securitization of Syrian refugees within the economic sector. In 2014, King Abdullah II gave an interview, and securitized Syrian refugees by saying that “in the increasing waves of refugees, which create unprecedent financial pressures, depleting infrastructure and basic services offered to Jordanians, with the international community failing to keep up with the rapid ramifications of increased influx”.\textsuperscript{397}

In addition to this speech, King Abdullah II also emphasizes that Syrian refugee crisis cannot be sustainable for Jordanian economy and he continues by saying:
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Jordan is shouldering a huge burden, with mounting pressure on infrastructure and natural resources, especially water and energy and, more importantly, the shocks caused by the refugee influx to the national economy, including distortions in the labor market, where the refugees are competing for jobs with Jordanians, not to mention the impact on education and healthcare.\textsuperscript{398}

From this statement, King Abdullah II briefly securitizes Syrian refugee crisis as a threat to the stability of Jordanian national economy, and he emphasizes his country’s limited resources and problem of unemployment. On this securitization process, his son crown Prince Al Hussein bin Abdullah II also highlights Jordan’s economic weaknesses on the issue of Syrian refugees; “The direct cost of the Syria crisis now consumes more than a quarter of our budget… Housing, food, energy, healthcare, education, jobs: all are under pressure”\textsuperscript{399}

Furthermore, King Abdullah II mentions the impact of Syrian refugees (according to him, they consists 20 per cent of the Jordanian population\textsuperscript{400}) on Jordanian economy that their costs is 25 per cent of the national budget.\textsuperscript{401} In the same speech, King Abdullah II also expresses his concern on his country’s economic security and stability that “…we understand this is a Syrian refugee issue, but if you don’t mention the future of the Jordanians, then we are failing ourselves at the London conference”.\textsuperscript{402} On this point, King Abdullah II securitizes Syrian refugees on the basis of prioritizing and preserving economic stability and Jordan’s future. In his mentioned conference, he
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also strengthened his arguments by giving an example which aims to demonstrates how difficult situation Jordan posits in;

It is as if the UK had to absorb the entire population of Belgium…. The US and EU, whose combined economies are almost a thousand times bigger than Jordan’s, are struggling to handle about one million refugees: our small country, alone, has taken in almost 1.3 million already.403

Taking into consideration of this securitizing move, because Jordan has faced heavy economic crisis, the influx of Syrian refugees deteriorates this economic burden and poses a threat to its economic security and stability of Jordan. The reason why, King Abdullah II (as a securitizing actor) needs to securitize this threat and he believes that despite Jordan’s efforts to host Syrians, the national economy and the future of Jordanians are under threat. Something must be done to prevent this security issue. On this case, functional actor is the crown Prince Al Hussein bin Abdullah II because he moves this threat to another channel in order to draw attention on the economic threat of Syrian refugees in Jordan. Therefore, in analyzing this securitization move, the last step is examining its success or not. Jordan has taken emergency actions against the influx of Syrian refugees such as limiting health services of Syrian Refugees404, deporting 2,361 refugees including children405, and restricting and shutting down borders to pass Syrian refugees from 2015 to today.406 On the issue of shutting down Jordanian borders, government spokesperson Jumana Ghneimat states that


Jordan has dealt with seven years of refugees and we’ve always supported Syrians, which has cost us a lot…But, we currently don’t have the capacity for it…It is better for Syrians to stay in their homes while we try to provide them with aid they need.  

Considering this claim and the other emergency actions that have been taken by Jordan, it can be said that the securitization of Syrian refugees has reached success, and Jordan has taken precautions for preserving its national economy and stability. It should be noted that although Jordan cannot cope with this vulnerability completely regarding its economic security, this securitization proves that Syrian refugees are identified as a security issue and with the success of securitization move, taken emergency actions aim to minimize its effects on Jordanian national security.

6.3.2. Securitization of Corruption

With regard to mentioned economic burdens in Jordan such as unemployment, poverty, limited resources of citizens, Syrian crisis and so on, economic securitization is more likely to become an issue in its security agenda. Apart from the existence of Syrian refugees as a threat, corruption is another popular case on economic security in Jordan. In 2018, while unemployment preserves its high rate 18 per cent and debt-to-GDP ratio reaches 95 per cent, the government decided to increase taxes from 3 to 10 per cent led people to go out and protest tax changes, economic crisis (deteriorating living conditions) and corruption in Jordan. With these protests, the topic of corruption has gained importance and become a hot topic again. However, the high rate of corruption in Jordan exists even before these protests and the securitizing move against corruption began before 2018. The significance of these protests is that the emergency actions have been taken after the call to fight against corruption which

---
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causes deteriorating economic conditions for Jordanians. In regard to researcher’s field interview 14, interviewee stresses the reality of poverty in Jordan and she states a huge gap between rich and poor that is all related to corruption in the country.

Before analyzing the securitization of corruption, the meaning/what refers corruption should be understood in Jordan. Although the corruption index 2018 shows that Jordanian corruption is not that bad (rank is out of 180 countries, Jordan: 58, and score is 49/100-0 is highly corrupt, 100 is very clean), it is securitized and emergency actions have been taken in order to preserve Jordanian economic security. The Arabic word, Wasta is referring to corruption in Jordan and means that a system among ‘middlemen’ that is seen as very common in the country including doing business, blocking competitiveness, and making non-transparent work. In other words, Wasta is referring to the pulling strings and it is about not exchange of money but of favors. Wasta prevents the equality (in terms of unequal treatment and access) of citizens and regarded as corruption when it reaches excessive and unfair favoritism. This version of corruption in Jordan is highly popular especially among politicians and they are very busy with generating and disturbing these favors under the name of Wasta. This type of corruption poses a further threat to Jordanian deteriorated economy and securitization becomes unavoidable.

---
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In 2017, King Abdullah II gives an interview on corruption and he states that

I would like to stress that combating corruption requires the cooperation of all state institutions and components, and most importantly- citizens themselves. *Wasta*, in particular, cannot be rooted out without first being categorically rejected and spurned by citizens.417

In this speech, he emphasizes that the *Wasta* refers to corruption and every Jordanian should fight against this reality because powerful individuals/citizens (who have strong network with politicians in Jordan) apply it frequently. By this way, King Abdullah II also underlines the threat of corruption that “we are diligently to curb corruption…”418, “We again need to fight corruption…”419. Moreover, King Abdullah II also urges his government and he declares that; “we want to break the back of corruption.”420

King Abdullah II’s waging war on corruption, former Jordanian diplomat Fouad al-Batayneh supports the position of his King and determined that Jordan is facing the threat of economic collapse because of the rampant corruption system.421 Even if the ‘Anti-Corruption Commission’ was established in 2006 and renewed under the name of ‘Integrity and Anti-Corruption Commission’ in 2016422 in order to fight corruption, government needed to pass new anti-corruption law (2019) to prevent threat effectively. This new law has aimed to protect and improve economy of Jordan and
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according Article 44 decision, it “bans ministers, officials, and parliamentarians with business from involvement in government contracts while in office”.\textsuperscript{423} In accordance with issuing this law, the president of Jordan’s 65-member Senate emphasizes its importance by saying; “this law reinforces the independence and neutrality of the cabinet and parliament members in the eyes of the public”.\textsuperscript{424} Considering this statement, King Abdullah II’s securitizing move is supported by his officials and the crucial step of securitizing move by their speeches has been done.

Including statements and speeches of King Abdullah II and his officials against the economic threat of widespread corruption in Jordan and considering their precautions by anti-corruption law, it is still hard to assert this securitizing move is successful. Therefore, by examining this move, arresting high profile politicians including the former Water and Irrigation Minister and former Director of Customs and charging them to illegal tobacco production, bribery, and smuggling\textsuperscript{425} and this scandal is called as “highest-profile corruption arrests”\textsuperscript{426} which Jordan has taken emergency action and this is necessary to reach success of the securitization move of corruption. In this securitization, securitizing actor is King Abdullah II and functional actors are his government officials including a former diplomat, president of 65-member senate. As a result, the securitization of corruption for stabilizing national economy of Jordan has been succeeded by taking emergency actions and while some politicians- as functional actors against corruption, the target is also the same group.
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6.4. The Nature of Threats and Vulnerabilities in Economic Security of Jordan

In 2019, Omar Razzaz, the Prime Minister of Jordan stated the biggest security threat of Jordan is economic and he asserted that even if regional crises and security threats have been defeated in both political and social sense, they have affected the direction of economic security and stability which is very negative in terms of economic growth, employment, and standards of living.\(^{427}\) From the point of Jordanian Prime Minister, before examining the threats to economic security, general information on Jordan should be given which directly affects the economic stability as well. Jordan is characterized as a ‘lower middle-income country’ and its total population is 9.5 million, and from this 9.5 million, non-citizens comprise of 2.9 million and these are mostly refugees.\(^ {428}\) Moreover, Jordan is regarded as resource-poor, water and food deficit country with limited cultivable land, water resources and energy resources, and thus, more than 14 per cent of Jordanian population lives under poverty line which proves that Jordan is a poor country.\(^ {429}\) In addition to difficult economic circumstances, Syrian refugee influx and the high corruption rate deteriorate existing economic conditions, that is, they do not lead non-existed unemployment issue, at first time, and they exacerbate preexisting ones.\(^ {430}\)

Regarding the flow of Syrian refugees and facing high rate of corruption/Wasta in Jordan, therefore, there are two main points (central threats) that help on initiating existential threats for Jordanian self-contained economic system\(^ {431}\) and accordingly
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they are securitized. The first one is poverty; Jordan has faced threat of poverty for many years and in 2019, Jordanian government announced that the current national poverty rate is 15.7 per cent (15% of the Jordanian population lives under poverty line)\textsuperscript{432}. Here, poverty is originally meaning that the inability to have/gain minimum required and desired living standard which comprises low consumption of food, water, limited benefitting from services such as health, education, housing, and living under insecure conditions such as unemployment, handicap, serious illnesses, disasters/crises and so on.\textsuperscript{433} The reality of poverty in Jordan, accordingly opens the new door; the second; unemployment. Unemployment is crucial threat to Jordanian economic security and at the end of 2019, the unemployment rate of Jordan is 19.10 per cent\textsuperscript{434} while in 2018, it was 18.7 per cent\textsuperscript{435} and it should be noted that among unemployed citizens, they are mostly either young or female\textsuperscript{436}, and the highest group is the holders of bachelor’s degrees or higher qualification\textsuperscript{437}. Thus, the unemployment rate is considered as very high especially among young population, and it poses great threat to the development of Jordanian economy.

Taking into account of the influx of Syrian refugees in regard to the economy of Jordan, it can be analyzed that they have a direct influence on labor force because there is already a scarcity of job opportunities and refugees are joining informal work networks like farming, and construction (with a lower wages in comparison to
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Jordanians and Jordan is not able to control food, housing prices and subsidies and the economy Jordan is also in under pressure to provide public services especially for education and health. In addition to poverty and unemployment, in 2018, government’s tax reform because of the hikes in fuel and electricity, limiting subsidies, was announced and led people to go out and protest this reform and government. These protests had reached masses in Jordan and the demand was not only abandonment of price increases and tax reform, high rate of corruption was also the agenda of the protestors. The outcome of these protests was to backing away of the government and the corruption issue has been taken as urgent to convince the citizens. As a result, Jordan has securitized Syrian refugees and corruption that have a direct and crucial impact on existing economic problems in order to preserve the national economy from further bad effects.

6.4.1. Regionalizing Dynamics

Regionalizing dynamics is very significant on evaluating threats and securitization of Syrian refugees. From this perspective, the crown Prince Al Hussein bin Abdullah II underlines the regional impact on Jordanian national economy by saying

We are currently bordered by a number of conflicts… All this has affected us in very real and felt ways. Our largest market, Iraq, was completely shut off. Trade with Syria came to halt, and we lost critical trade routes from Europe and Turkey. Despite our best efforts, regional instability has undermined tourism and investment.
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Regarding crown prince’s concerns, the regional impact on economy can be said is very critical in Jordan. The regional instability has directly influenced the national economy and the securitized threat, Syrian refugees thus, has been rooted in breaking out of the Syrian civil war in 2011.\footnote{Alshoubaki and Harris, “The Impact of Syrian Refugees on Jordan”, 154.} This kind of instability poses a threat to economic security in Jordan especially in terms of its economic growth, increasing military expenditure as vital for survival, increasing unemployment, and intensifying the budget deficit.\footnote{Sakher Moh’d Nour Al Shriedeh, “The Impact of Regional Instability on Jordan’s Economy,” Jordan Times, April 9, 2019, https://www.jordantimes.com/opinion/sakher-mohd-nour-al-shriedeh/impact-regional-instability-jordans-economy.} As a consequence, strong regional dependence in the form of instability means that being not able to meet basic needs of its citizens and a security issue on the survival of national economy legitimizes Jordan to securitize itself in order to minimize the effects of regional threats in its economy.

### 6.5. Conclusion

As a result of this chapter, within the analysis of economic sector under the Copenhagen School securitization theory, the case of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan proves that the ongoing economic problems in domestic, regional and global level have compelled Jordan to apply securitization in order to secure its national economy. From this perspective, Jordan is small, independent and resource poor country and its fragile economy can be directly affected from any threats unlike its military and political sectors. That is why, after the global economic crisis in 2008 and the regional turmoil since Arab Spring, 2011, Jordan has faced existential threats to its self-contained economic system\footnote{Buzan, Waever and Wilde, Security, 105.}. These threats can be varied within the very problematic economy of Jordan, however, under the securitization theory, the most popular ones have been brought forward by the speech acts and identified as a security issue that emergency actions should be taken for the economic security of Jordan.
These are firstly the influx of Syrian refugees after the breaking out of the Syrian civil war in 2011, and the other issue is the high level of corruption/ Wasta within the economy of Jordan. These two cases are securitized by King Abdullah II with his speech acts from his speeches and interviews which are open to the public.

Within the analysis of two securitization cases, the common referent object is the national economy of Jordan and both of these threats are accepted as existential to Jordanian national economy. When looking deeply to the first case, Syrian refugees, it has a direct impact on deteriorating existing problems of Jordanian economy such as poverty, unemployment, and limited resources. That is why, even if this issue represents the human duty for all states, Jordan has no other choice to securitize refugees in order to guarantee its national economic welfare and security accordingly. In this securitization, King Abdullah II as the only securitizing actor uses some words ‘burden’, ‘Jordan’s future’, ‘economic stability’ which are the key words of securitization move in economic sector of Jordan. While King Abdullah II securitizes this issue, his son the Crown Prince Al Hussein bin Abdullah II supports his father’s reasons on this refugee problem and is regarded as functional actor in this securitization process. In evaluating the success of this process, emergency actions; shutting down the borders, limiting healthcare services, and deporting issue of Syrian refugees demonstrate that Jordan tries to secure its economy by minimizing the effects of Syrian refugees. An interview which is done by researcher in Jordan- the interviewee 4 perceives Syrian refugees as a burden on Jordanian economy by saying “they drove prices drastically… Jordanians now cannot afford to have rent apartments. Rent prices went up. And our city has become more expensive than the past.”

Here, it should be indicated that Jordan has tried its best by opening borders and giving secure environment to refugees, however, because of its own national security and
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welfare of its own people in economic sector, refugee issue poses alarming challenges, its securitization has become unavoidable.

Another popular issue, corruption is also taken as the case of securitization in economic sector. Despite the presence of war on corruption from the beginning of the 2000s, the success of securitization move is very current. After the protests against the tax reform and increasing prices in 2018, under the deteriorating economic conditions, the demand of ending corruption/ *Wasta* has been clearly put into words by Jordanians. Following this event, the King Abdullah II has continued to securitize the threat of corruption by emphasizing ‘rampant corruption’, ‘fight corruption’, ‘curb corruption’, and thus, anti-corruption law was issued by aiming to prevent *Wasta* (middlemen) especially among politicians and officials in Jordan. In this securitization process, the securitizing actor is King Abdullah II and functional actors are the government officials of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. In 2019, arresting senior officials including former minister because of a corruption scandal is also perceived as emergency actions against corruption and with this move, the securitization process is accepted as successful in order to control the welfare of Jordanian economy. As a last point on the securitization of corruption, this issue is still on the agenda of economic sector, and like in Syrian refugee case, it is very current as a threat to Jordanian national security.

Considering the regional dynamics in economic sector, the mentioned global and regional instability led Jordan to suffer from more economic problems. In other words, after global economic crisis in 2008 and regional turmoil especially after the Syrian civil war in 2011, because of the dependence and geographical conditions, Jordan has faced crucial economic instability and more economic burdens. This regional reality has caused poverty and unemployment issues to become points of economic vulnerability of Jordan. Thus, with the rising unemployment and poverty, it can be seen as factors that are facilitating conditions on securitization in economic sector. These conditions (most important economic problems) have a crucial role in initiating
securitizing move in economic sector and consequently, Syrian refugees and the issue of corruption/Wasta have been securitized in order to secure the national economy of Jordan. When considering researcher’s interviews with Jordanians, with regard to the impact of regional dynamics on the economic security of Jordan, interviewee 2 emphasizes that because of the crises in Syria and Iraq, Jordanian economy has been deeply affected and he says that Jordan is very poor in terms of water and energy (they are mostly imported) resources, poses a threat to the economic security.448

As a base of these interviews, on the question regarding the most significant vulnerable point for the security of Jordan, the most common answer is the economy and interviews 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16 assert that the actual security problem is rooted in economic vulnerabilities of Jordan.449 From these interviews, the issues of poverty, low wages with rising prices, corruption, unemployment, and huge gap between rich and poor pose real threat to the economic security.450 Taking into consideration of these vulnerable points, regional turmoil, and Jordan’s small and limited economic power, the rising threats of Syrian refugees and corruption issue have been securitized in order to preserve the national economy and welfare of Jordan. It should be emphasized that these securitization cases are considered as exacerbating threats on pre-existing problems (poverty, unemployment, limited public services, and so on.) and that is why, they are securitized to minimize the impacts of these existing challenges to Jordanian national economy. To conclude, overpopulation by Syrian refugees and the corruption issue are the deteriorating threats to the existing and rampant economic problems and these are consequently regarded as existential threats to the national economy of Jordan which is securitized under the securitization theory within economic sector.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is perceived as a safe zone in the most ‘war prone region’\textsuperscript{451} in the world, i.e. the Middle East. The security of Jordan is a significant issue in the Middle East because being safe in an insecure region comes at a price. In other words, while Jordan tries to preserve its security and stability, it faces extra challenges and threats to its security. Israeli-Palestinian conflict, Syrian refugee crisis, terrorism, and chaos in Iraq are some instances of threats to the security of Jordan. At the same time, Jordan’s security is also rooted in regional or domestic turmoil, which has a huge impact on shaping new security dilemmas such as a military security issue that may also affect Jordan’s economic security dynamics. The Levant region is rife with examples of such multidimensional security dilemmas.

Taking into consideration the insecure atmosphere and chaos in the Middle East and its sub-region of Levant, this research seeks to study one of the lesser studied countries in the region. Security of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan has not been studied thoroughly in comparison to other countries in the region such as Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and Turkey. To make up for this lack of attention, this thesis evaluated the security dynamics of Jordan by not just analyzing its military, but also focusing on political and economic dynamics that can impact the security of Jordan. In Jordan, external threats are compounded by internal threats and new challenges stemming from regional politics affect the security and stability of the country. Regardless of regional crises in Levant and the Middle East, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan continues to
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maintain a semblance of security and stability, which is why it is worth analyzing the security dynamics of Jordan.

From the Second World War to the end of the Cold War, the field of security studies was dominated by a realist approach based on a traditionalist military-centric view of security. However, after the Cold War the changing dynamics of the world order led the field of security studies towards broadening the scope of analysis to non-military sectors. In the post-bipolar world order, a modern perspective to security studies emerged that replaced the traditional military-centric consensus with a multilateral approach to studying security using political, societal, economic, and environmental dimensions within the security analysis. This change in approach was championed by the constructivist school of thought. In 1990s, the Copenhagen School security studies was established by Barry Buzan, that focused on a multilayered study of security. Even as this approach was intended to be applied to the European security structure, it has been applied to many other regions including Middle East. Copenhagen School imagines five distinctive but overlapping security sectors: military, political, environmental, economic, and societal. It also developed the regional complex theory, and most importantly the securitization theory.

In securitization theory, the significant point is not to analyze the security issues, rather to evaluate and examine how issues are securitized by actors. Speech acts are evaluated to determine which issue is classified as a security issue. This makes securitization an intersubjective process because, on one hand, cases are established as security issues by an actor. On the other hand, such cases can only be accepted and legitimized by the target audience. After issues are determined as security threats, emergency measures are taken in order to prevent and/or minimize them for the sake of a group, nation or state. The efforts following the securitization of an issue often

involves actors to abandon routine processes and come up with problems immediately, often in the form of extraordinary measures that seek to prioritize response to an existential threat. Hence, securitization is perceived as an extreme version of politicization. For Barry Buzan, Ole Waever, and Jaap de Wilde, securitization is not a positive act because extreme politicization of an issue and emergency measures that grants actors with limitless power are not ideal for states and groups in the modern world order. This is why, desecuritization is also a part of their theoretical framework – referring to the attempts at reversing securitized issues back to normal political issues. As a result, securitization analysis refers to the examination of how an issue is established as a security problem. Within this context, securitization theory was used as the central theoretical framework for this thesis.

In the literature, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan has not been evaluated using this perspective in the past. Therefore, this thesis intended to apply this theory to analyze Jordanian security in military, political, and economic contexts. Using the securitization theory, it was relatively less complicated to analyze the security dynamics and examine Jordan’s internal and regional security circumstances. Therefore, the objective of the study was to contribute to the literature on the issue of security analysis of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan using the lens of Copenhagen School securitization theory. In order to do so, this thesis sought to answer the question: “In response to changing nature of threats, what are the major securitization dynamics of Jordan?” In order to respond to this question, this research analyzed the securitization dynamics of Jordan for three security sectors (military, political, and economic) and regionalizing dynamics under the reign of King Hussein and King Abdullah II.

To summarize the findings of this research, three securitization cases were analyzed in context of the military sector, dating from the reign of King Hussein and his son King Abdullah II. In the first case of military securitization, the state of Israel was identified as an external threat during the reign of King Hussein (from the
establishment of Jordan till the Jordan-Israel peace treaty in 1994). In the second and third cases of military securitization, the rise of PLO in Jordan and Terrorism were identified as internal threats to Jordan’s security. While the securitization of PLO began in the era of King Hussein (1960s to early 1970s), the securitization of terrorism took place during the reign of King Abdullah II (since the early 2000s). Each of these cases depict unique dynamics that represent different threats to Jordan’s military security. While Israel presents an urgent and direct military threat to Jordan’s territories, PLO is a threat to Jordan’s sovereignty and the ruling regime of Jordan. At the same time, terrorism is a very distinctive threat to Jordan’s sovereignty and regime security posed by Jihadists from extremist Salafist groups such as Al-Qaeda and DAESH. Yet, each of these cases threaten the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan’s military security, and that is why they have been securitized.

King Hussein, since the early years of his reign in 1950s, actively securitized Israel as a threat. Following the 1948 war and the establishment of Israel, Israeli establishment posed military threats to Jordan’s territorial integrity including areas in the West Bank and East Jerusalem. Thus, the securitization of Israel resulted in legitimizing emergency actions and military operations against Israel by the Jordan Arab Army (JAA) before the ‘Six Days War’ in 1967. However, it should be noted that even after the devastating 1967 war, King Hussein continued to securitize Israel by blaming Israel for occupying Jordanian territories and threatening Israel that Jordan would take back Israel’s territories in response. At the same time, King Hussein realized that Israeli’s military capabilities and organized forces are not to be underestimated because the Arabs could not afford to respond to Israel through military means. That is why, Jordan moved to change its strategy towards Israel and desecuritized it as a military threat. Desecuritization was the better choice for Jordan in order to preserve its territorial integrity and stability within the region. Jordan desecuritized relations with Israel into normal politics with the peace treaty in 1994. Although, ongoing disputes between two parties are still existent, Jordanian diplomacy towards Israel can has ensured Jordan’s military security until today. As a result, it can be concluded that
the securitization of Israel by King Hussein after 1967 was not successful. As a consequence, the existential threat of Israel had to be desecuritized by Jordan in the following years.

In regards to the internal threat posed by PLO, Jordan securitized PLO and Palestinian fedayeen for a brief time period between the 1960s and 70s as a threat to Jordan’s internal security. PLO became an internal threat for Jordan following the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in the region after the First World War. Jordan terminated this threat by conducting a military campaign against PLO in September 1970 (what Palestinians call the ‘Black September’). This military campaign was carried out even though Palestinians made up for nearly half of the Jordanian population. It was also undertaken after Jordan had clearly prioritized the issue of Palestine against Israel in the past. Yet, when it came to Jordan’s security and stability, PLO’s internal threat to Jordan’s sovereignty and monarchy had to be adequately countered. Thus, the securitization of PLO was justified and successfully acted upon.

After the threat of PLO had wiped out from Jordan, and Jordan had guaranteed its own security, desecuritization of PLO emerged as the organic option. Hence, Jordan desecuritized PLO (from 1974 to 1985) by officially recognizing PLO as the legitimate organization representative of Palestinians and their resistance against Israel. This specific case proves that Jordanian sovereignty and security are the most significant priorities against any threats in military sector - even if this threat comes from Jordan’s most vulnerable point i.e. the Palestinians issue.

The last case of the securitization in military sector is terrorism in Jordan. Salafist Jihadi groups have threatened Jordan because its modest ruling family, the Hashemite monarchy of Jordan. Jordan has suffered with terrorism by Al-Qaeda and DAESH since the early 2000s. This issue alarmed Jordan because of its threat to the regime and sovereignty of Jordan. Notably, the securitization of terrorism and terrorist groups was easily accepted by audiences within the country and outside of it. Jordan’s securitization against terrorism has gained internal and external support and
emergency actions have been taken collectively (such as sharing intelligence with the US). Even if the securitization of terrorism is classified as internal military threat because of Salafist radical citizens within the territories of Jordan, it should also be noted that terrorism is rooted in regional turmoil - especially from the civil war in Syria and Iraq. This is why, this case can be evaluated as an internal military security problem which is rooted in the regional dynamics of the Middle East. Nevertheless, external (Israel) and internal (PLO and Terrorism) existential threats originated due to a vacuum in the region, which directly affects the security dynamics of Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.

The second sector, political security of Jordan, is very significant for understanding Jordan’s security and stability in modern times. This thesis tried to examine Jordan’s security strategy in a changing political atmosphere after the Cold War in the Middle East. In order to do so, the political security of Jordan has experienced one legible threat i.e. Israel both internally and externally. More specifically, this threat is posed by Jordanian-Palestinians and Jordan’s existing issue over the custodianship of East-Jerusalem.

The securitization of Israel in the political sector is completely different from military sector securitization. Israel’s political threat to Jordan threatens its sovereignty and its recognition at domestic and regional levels. The sovereignty and recognition of Jordan’s role as the custodian of Jerusalem is not recognized by Israel. This has resulted in growing tensions between Israel and Jordan, that has also isolated Jordan from its allies in the Middle East and the world. On a domestic level, Jordan’s position on Israeli occupation has garnered criticism by its own citizens because nearly half of Jordan’s population is of Palestinian origin. This has created a need for Jordan to securitize Israel politically. It should be noted, that even as Jordan desecuritized Israel militarily, its political securitization of Israel has continued. For instance, as part of the political securitization process against Israeli threat and occupation, Jordan took emergency actions by reclaiming border lands from the peace treaty in 1994 and
recalling the Jordanian ambassador from Israel. However, it is hard to determine if these securitization moves were successful mainly because political conflicts between the two states continue to emerge even today. For instance, new threats and vulnerabilities such as moving US Embassy of Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem and ‘the Deal of the Century’ continues to dominate Jordan’s political sphere at present. As a result, it cannot be concluded whether Jordan’s political securitization of Israel was completely successful. In fact, the regional dynamics and Jordan’s isolation from its regional and international allies may cause Jordan’s ruling elite to change their position on Israel. Nevertheless, Jordan’s securitization of Israel in the political sector is essential given the fragile security of the country.

The last section of this research was on economic securitization. This sector is highly important for understanding the current economic vulnerabilities and threats faced by Jordan. As in the cases of military and political securitization, Jordan’s economic securitization is critical in determining Jordan’s security including threats, vulnerabilities, regional dynamics, and existing security vacuum. Economically, there are two important cases of securitization that took place in the reign of King Abdullah II. These cases are currently ongoing. The first case of securitization is the influx of Syrian refugees in Jordan. The second case is of high-level corruption/Wasta within the country. Although the common referent object is the same, i.e. the national economy of Jordan, the threat of Syrian refugees is regarded as a regional/external issue and corruption is referred to as an internal/domestic threat for the Jordanian economy. The economy of Jordan is already very fragile, especially since the global economic crisis of 2008. Jordan faces economic issues in the form of poverty, unemployment, and limited public services for citizens. Given this context, it is relatively easy for Jordanian elite to securitize economic threats.

The Syrian refugee crisis began in 2011. It has resulted in a large number of refugees pouring into Jordan. Regional dynamics are very influential in shaping this threat to the economy of Jordan. Syrian civil war has directly paved the way for newer threats.
to emerge such as the overwhelming flow of refugees from Syria into Jordan. Syrian refugees in Jordan are evaluated within economic sector because they considered only as threats to the economic stability of Jordan, not military or political. The flow of Syrian refugees into Jordan exacerbated existing economic problems including, but not limited to poverty, unemployment, and limited resources and services since 2011. For this reason, Syrian refugees have been securitized by King Abdullah II in order to control and maintain his country’s economic stability. The actions that Jordan has taken against this existential threat has limited further refugee flows into Jordan by ensuring that refugees do not cross borders, deporting some of them, and limiting health services for Syrians in order to ensure the stability of the economy of Jordan. It should be noted that hosting refugees is a humanitarian duty. Jordan believes that humanitarian duties are performed to the best of its capabilities. However, when the national economy of Jordan and welfare of its citizens is under threat, certain precautions (such as securitization) need to be taken and the issue is no longer just a humanitarian issue.

Corruption/Wasta is also another threat for Jordan’s economy because it aggravates existing vulnerabilities and challenges to the economy. Corruption in Jordan has caused an extensive wealth gap between the rich and the poor. Economic disparity has further affected the economic conditions of the country. Therefore, the threat of corruption (middlemen) became a hot topic after 2018 tax reform protests in Jordan. These protestors demanded the end of corruption, which pushed the government to act immediately. One of these acts was to securitize Wasta by King Abdullah II, who described it as an existential threat to Jordanian economy. As part of the securitization efforts, Jordan passed an anti-corruption law and arrested some senior officials including former minister for corruption. These actions intended to prevent, or at least limit, the high level of corruption in the country. In his speeches, King Abdullah II also stressed that not just the politicians and government officials, but the citizens of Jordan also must be aware of not applying Wasta in their daily lives. In Jordan, Wasta
system is deeply embedded into the structure of state and tradition of the country, which makes it an internal threat worth securitizing.

Considering the overall evaluation of these securitization cases, it can be concluded that the political and economic securitization are just as significant as military securitization in Jordan. All three of these sectors are critical to preserve and maintain the security and stability of Jordan. Each of these selected cases were chosen for their importance in shaping the fate of how security issues are approached in Jordan or because they were (or are) current ‘hot topics’ worthy of securitization in the country. Both internal and external/regional dynamics are influential in shaping the threats and vulnerabilities faced by Jordan, and thus, securitization acts are undertaken considering these circumstances. Nevertheless, desecuritization has taken place only in the military sector because military securitization is more dangerous than other sectors because the outcomes of military securitization can be catastrophic. Extreme military securitization can lead to major losses for Jordan, which is already experiencing a fragile and unpredictable regional environment. It may also result in securitizing actors losing their consolidated power. On the other hand, political and economic sectors’ securitization cases are based on long-term dynamics and many such cases were securitized by King Abdullah II in contemporary times.

In addition to the findings of the literature review, researcher’s primary interviews also shed light on how the analysis of Jordan’s security can be comprehended. The researcher conducted a series of interviews with Jordanians in Jordan and asked several questions about the security of Jordan in order to evaluate general security perceptions of Jordanians. These interviews can pose as subsidiary sources for determining securitization dynamics of Jordan and shed light on the general security agenda of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. These primary interviews are valuable for this study because the interviewees are chosen from different age groups, gender, and socio-economic background - that would give a generalizable opinion on Jordan’s security in different sectors and dynamics. The recurring answers in the interviews
also shaped this thesis’s theoretical framework in addition to the Copenhagen School security studies. Generally, from all three security sectors, interviewees cited current issues as the most significant threat for Jordan’s security and stability such as DAESH, corruption, Syrian refugees, Israel, and so on. This also guided the research is further exploring these issues.

In conclusion, this research sought to answer the question: ‘in response to changing nature of threats, what are the major securitization dynamics of Jordan?’ by applying Copenhagen School’s securitization theory to three main sectors (military, political, and economic). Each of these sectors has its own unique security issues, diverse threats, vulnerabilities, and regional dynamics. Combining the findings of these cases with the researcher’s primary interviews with Jordanians and the overall evaluation of Jordan’s security framework, this study fills the gap in literature arising from the fact that this significant ‘safe’ and ‘buffer zone’ country in the Middle East region has not been analyzed using Copenhagen School’s Securitization Theory before.
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APPENDICES

A. APPROVAL OF THE METU HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE
### B. DATES AND LOCATIONS FOR PRIMARY INTERVIEWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee Number</th>
<th>Date of Interview - Location</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 1</td>
<td>18.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Diplomatic Personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 2</td>
<td>20.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Civil Servant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 3</td>
<td>21.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Senior Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 4</td>
<td>19.01.2019 – Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Journalist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 5</td>
<td>24.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Academician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 6</td>
<td>28.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Merchant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 7</td>
<td>20.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Translator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 8</td>
<td>20.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Secretary in Private Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 9</td>
<td>21.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Academic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 10</td>
<td>28.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>PhD Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 11</td>
<td>29.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Doctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 12</td>
<td>21.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Retired Individual from Private Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 13</td>
<td>18.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 14</td>
<td>20.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Retired Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 15</td>
<td>21.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee 16</td>
<td>19.01.2019 - Amman, Jordan</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Orta Doğu bölgesinin, özellikle Levant’in istikrardan ve güvenden yoksun ortamı dikkate alındığında, bölgenin güvenlik konusunda en az çalışılmış ülkesi bu çalışmaların ana konusu olarak ele alınmıştır. Bu bağlamda Ürdün Haşimi Krallığı Irak, Suriye, Lübnan, İsrail ve Türkiye’ye kıyasla güvenliği en az çalışılmış Orta Doğu ülkesidir. Ürdün’dedir şef tehditlerin iç tehditler ile bir bütün olarak güvenlik sorunu haline gelmesi ve bölgeden kaynaklı yeni ve hatta benzeri olmayan çatışma ortamlarına tanıklık etmesi Ürdün’in hali hazırdaki korumaya çalışmaya çalıştığı istikrarı ve


Güvenlikleştirmeye teorisi bu çalışmanın ana teorik çerçevesine oturtulmuş ve bu çerçeve dâhilinde üç ayrı güvenlik sektörü (askeri, siyasi ve ekonomik) ve bölgesel güvenlik kompleksi Ürdün örneği üzerinden analiz edilmiştir. Literatüre bakıldığında, Ürdün Haşimi Krallığı’nın henüz Kopenhag Okulu güvenlikleştirmeye teorisi temelinde askeri, siyasi ve ekonomik güvenlik dinamiklerinin analiz edilmediği görülmüş, bu nedenle bu çalışma literatürde var olan boşluğu doldurmayı amaçlamıştır. Güvenlikleştirmeye teorisi ile birlikte, Ürdün’ün çeşitli güvenlik dinamikleri ve


İsrail’in askeri sektörde güvenlikleştirmelisi Kral Hüseyin’in ilk yıllarına, hatta onun da öncesi, dedesi Kral I. Abdullah (1948) zamanına rastlamaktadır. 1948 yılında İsrail


görülmüştür. Son olarak, askeri sektöre bağlı güvenlikleştirmeye adımları çalışmada bahsedilen olaylar üzerinden farklı dinamikler barındırdığı hem iç hem de bölgesel karışıklıklardan kaynaklanabildikleri ve Ürdün’ün güvenliğine karşı direk bir güvenlik tehdidi olarak algılanmasından ötürü güvenlikleştirildiği, daha sonra da İsrail ve FKÖ özelinde güvenliksizlaştırma yoluna gidildiği anlamaktadır.


İsrail askeri alanda güvenliksizlaştırılmış olmasına rağmen siyasi bir tehdit olarak Ürdün’ün egemenliğine ve bölgedeki varlığına karşı varoluşsal bir tehdit olarak algılanmaktadır ve özellikle Kral II. Abdullah dönemin başından itibaren siyasi sektör dahilinde güvenlikleştirmektedir. İsrail’in bir iç tehdit olarak algılanmasındaki en önemli husus özellikle günümüzde Ürdün rejiminin İsrail’e karşı benimsediği ilmî tutumuna karşı Ürdün’de yaşayan Filistin asıllı halkın Haşimi monarşisine takındaki eleştirel duruştur. Ürdün’ün İsrail’i dış tehdit olarak algalaması ise biraz daha karmaşıktır. Ürdün’ün Arap devletlerinin ilk oluşumundan itibaren Kudüs’teki Müslüman ve Hristiyanların kutsal merkezlerini koruma hizmeti üstlenmesi ve Filistinlilerin kendi ülkelerini kurana kadar onların korunması ve haklarının savunulması görevini yüklenmesi, günümüze kadar Ürdün’ün Filistin topraklarında İsrail’e karşı direk bir muhatap alınması talebini doğurmaktır. Buna rağmen, İsrail’in Ürdün’ün varlığını tanıması ve ülke içerisinde yükselecek rejim eleştirilere Ürdün’ün İsrail’i siyasi anlamda güvenliksizleştirmesine neden olmaktadır. Bundan dolayı, İsrail’in

şekli ve ayrılan dinamikler ekonomik güvenceleştirmenin farklı şekillerde yapılmasını ortam sağlamaktadır. Örneğin, Suriyeli mülteci konusuna bakıldığında tehdit dış/bölgesel olarak görülmekte ve mültecilerin maliyetin Ürdün ekonomisi üzerinde ciddi bir payı olduğu anlaşılmaktadır. Yolsuzluk konusu ise Ürdün’ün tamamıyla iç güvence meselesi olarak algılanmakta hatta durumun bir gelenek haline dönüşmesinden ötürü tüm halka hastaya aracına başvuramaları için çağrı yapılmaktadır.


Yolsuzluk konusu ise kötüye giden Ürdün ekonomisine karşı ayrı bir tehdit olarak algılanmaktadır. Yolsuzluk genel anlamda siyasiyetin veya hükümete yakın kişilerin aracılığı olmaksızın iş bulamama veya var olan işleri yönetimeme (aract/ adam kayurma/ torpil olarak da tasvir edilir) durumudur. Bu durum Ürdün’de aynı zamanda zengin ile fakir halkın arasındaki uçurumu daha belirgin bir hale getirmektedir ve

bakış açısıyla Ürdün’ün askeri, ekonomik ve siyasi sektörlerdeki güvenlik dinamiklerini belirli olaylar dahilinde derinlemesine incelemiş ve literatürdeki boşluğu doldurmayı amaçlamıştır.


Sonuç olarak, bu çalışma tehditlerin değişen doğasına karşı, Ürdün’ün güvenlikleştirmeye politikasının ana dinamikleri nelerdir sorusuna cevap aramaktadır ve bu cevap aranırken Kopenhag Okulu güvenlikleştirmeye teorisi okulun üç ana sektörü (ekonomik, siyasi ve askeri) ile temel alınmıştır. Her bir sektör kendihası has güvenlik
dinamiklerine sahiptir ve bu dinamiklerin Ürdün‘ün karşılaştığı iç problemlere veya bölgesel tehditlere göre şekillendiği görülmektedir. Ele alınan konuların bulguları, yapılan mülakatlar ve tezin genel değerlendirilmesi ele almışında, bu çalışma, Kopenhag Okulu güvenlik çalışmalarını kapsamında Orta Doğu Bölgesinde ‘tampon bölge’ veya ‘güvenli bölge’ olarak alan Ürdün Haşimi Krallığı güvenliğinin daha önce geniş kapsamlı çalışılmamış olduğunu ortaya koymuş, buradaki açığı kapatmayı hedeflemiştir.
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